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SUMMARY

Section I - Introduction

The basic objective of this research was to investigate the anderlying
causes of vibration interference with the performance of manual control taska.

This section defines the biodynamic elements and interfaces involved, and
notes that the signals circulating in manual control systems under vibration
can be associated with three sources:

" Command or disturbance inputs.

* Vibration feedthrough to the human operator's control.

" Noise (remnant) effects due to the operator's signal
processing activities.

Section II - Background

Previous vibration research pertinent to this study is reviewed, and the
basic measurement and analysis approach used here is discussed. Techniques
based on manual control theory are employed to determine the effect of vibra-

tion on each of the above three signal 2omponents and, more fundamentally, to
determine which aspects of human operator behavior (including visual-motor and
biomechanical response) are responsible for the various effects.

Section III - Experimental Setup

Measurement techniques are described that were developed to partition

error and control signals into system input correlated, vibration accelera-
tion correlated, and uncorrelated or remnant components, and to identify the
human operator's dynamic response behavior. The frequency domain dynamic
response measurements which were employed included visual-motor describing
functions (measures of the human operator's dynamic response to visually dis-
played tracking errors) and transmissibility and ccntrol feedthrough dynamics

(measures of human operator biomechanical response and control stick response
to the vibration input). More conventional performance measures, such as
mean-square tracking error and control activity, were also taken.

The experimental setup consisted of a single-axis, simulated raft

attitude control task, using a CRT display and centerstick contr "pulated
with an outstretched arm. Two different control sticks, one wi'.. ,nal
spring gradient, the other very stiff (nearly isometric) were tested to demon-

strate the effects of control "feel" characteristics on vibration feedthrough
to control response. Sinusoidal vibration was administered via the _09RL
Western Gear Shaker over the frequency range from 1.3-10 Hz, in individual
runs. The major axes of vibration (fore-aft, Gx; lateral, Gy; and vertical,
Gz) were studied in separate experiments employing the single control axis
most likely to be affected in each. The major findings for each experiment
were as follows.

Section IV - Vertical Vibration, Gz (Pitch Control Task)

This was a "pilot" experiment, intended mainly for Uechnique development.
Tracking performance degraded most under higher-frequency vibration (fv > 6 Hz),
with increases in both input-correlated and remnant error components. Vertical
vibration in the region of 10 Hz seems to have a subjectively adverse effect



on11 the visual and motor processes, objectively manifested as increased
phase lags. This ef!'ect consequently lead,,; to lower closed-loop bandwidth
and higher inrut-correlated tracking errors. The interference with the
:noror process may also lead to increased remnant. Vertical torso compli-
ance was responsible for vibration feedthrough to the control responses,
and the stiff control stick gave relatively more high-frequency vibration
control feedthroagh.

Section V - Lateral Vibration, Gy (Roll Control Task)

With a lightly-sprung stick, the input-correlated behavior and tracking
errors were not much affected but error remnant increased by an order of
magnitade under low-frequency vibration (fv < 1 Hz). Low-frequency lateral
vibration induces large control stick movements mainly through limb-stick
"bobweight" effects, which lead to subjectively reported uncertainty in
control position, and thereby to increased remnant. This effect was absent
for the stiff control stick. Low-frequency Gy vibration led to the greatest
body motion and vibration-correlated control response, and the stiff stick
yielded the most high-frequency vibration control feedthrough on a relative
basis.

Section VI - Fore-Aft Vibration, Gx (Pitch Control Task)

A moderate general increase in tracking error at all frequencies was
found under fore-aft vibration. More idiosyncratic behavior between subjects
was noted, compared with the Gz and Gy experimehts, apparently due to the
greater role of restraint and posture in this case. Large differences in
Performance results apparently stem from the idiosyncrasies in Gx biodynamic
response between subjects. Adverse vibration interference with-the motor
process, as found under Gz vibration, was also noted here. A resonant peak
in vibration-correlated control response was found in the 3-5 Hz region, with
the stiff stick giving relatively more high-fr .quency vibration control feed-
through es in the Cz and Gy experiments.

Section VII - Vibration Feedthrough Models

The biomechanical nature of vibration control feedthrough was analyzed
with preliminary models developed in Appendices A and B and is sumnarized in
Section VII. Linearized perturbation models appear adequate to describe the
control feedthrough phenomenon. These models account for effects of vibration
transmissibility of the human operator, the limb-control interface complicance
and the mechanical properties of the control stick, as shown by comparing the
model predictions with data.

Section VIII -- Conclusions and Recommendations

The key findings of this investigation are summarized, and recommenda-
tions for future research are included. With further development., the models
and data base started here will be useful for describing changes in feed-
through effects due to changes in control stick properties and factors
afferting transmissibility such as: seat cushions, restraints, and vibra-
tion isolation seats. The results are directly applicable to such problems
as centcrsti(,k control interference from the elastic mode vibrations of
lurge bomber:s, effects of' buffeting at high angles of attack on fighter
,gunnery, and pilot-induced oscillations due to biodynamic feedthrough (e.g.,

bweighlt effects).
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A. BACIMROUND AND MOTIVATION FOR RESEARCH

Degradation of human performance in biodynamic environments* is a

continuing problem in the man-machine systems area. Current operational

problems include:

" Controlling large elastic aircraft through strong
convective turbulence and maneuvering fighters under
transonic buffet conditions.

* Piloting and manual fire control operations in out-
of-balance rotor craft.

* Control of high-speed vehicles 6ver rough terrain or
wave s.

The design and development of these systems would be considerably aided if

the effects of the biodynamic environment on the pilot/vehicle system could

be quantitatively assessed. This is currently not possible, however, because

of the general lack of applicable dynamic models and data, particularly in

regard to the performance of complex manual control tasks.

A great deal of effort has been expended over the years on measuring

the effects of vibration on man, and the body of this research is summarized

in Refs. 1-10. Human tolerance and subjective comfort levels of vibration

have been investigated (Refs. 11-17), and models for the biomechanical

response of the body (transmissibility) to vertical motion inputs (vibration

and shock) are available (e.g., Ref. 12). Biodynamic response to lateral and

longitudinal vibration is less well understood, however, and knowledge of

psychomotor performance effects is mainly empirical, although some attempts

have been made to coalesce and extrapolate the present data base (Refs. 8-10).

*A "biodynaiic environment" is defined as a varying acceleration applied

to a structural frame containing the human subject, thereby producing varying
forces on the body.



The lack of performance quantification for tasks involving human control

of a vehicle in a biodynamic environment is mainly due to the absence, until

fairly recently, of either a well developed theoretical basis or efficient

measurement techniques for the complex properties of manual control systems.

A sct of reasonably well validated manual control system models are now avail-

able (Refs. 18-20, 23) which can be used to guide the measurement and analysis of

vibration effects on manual control. Furthermore, efficient test techniques

and equipment have been recently developed for measuring both dynamic response

behavior and performance in manual control systems (Refs. 21 and 22).

B. GENERAL APPROACH

The effects of vibration on the human operator involved in a control task

are quite complicated. An overall conceptual model of the various means by

which a biodynamic environment interferes with man-machine performance is

illustrated in Fig. 1 (originally presented in Ref. 20). The human operator

is assumed to be performing a precision closed-loop control task with emphasis

on accuracy in following the command inputs (on the left) -while rejecting

various disturbances within the loop. Meanwhile, the biodynamic environment

interferes with this effort at various interfaces with the man:

* Display and. head motions can distort visual information
(e.g., degraded acuity).

* Motions induced into the operator's limb and control
stick can cause extraneous control actions.

* Body and head motions may cause unwanted disturbances
to the CNS (e.g., nystagmus) and interfere with the
actuation dynamics of the neuromuscular system.

• The general stress effect of vibration may induce
changes in the operator's psychophysiological state in
terms of rather ill-defined variables such as motivation,
arousal, and fatigue.

The approach used in the present research is to employ control-theory-

based techniques that allow partitioning of the man-machine performance into

basic components:

2
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Figure 1. Overall Block Diagram for Pilot/Vehicle System,
Including Biodynamic Influences

1. A portion of the operator's visual-motor response
associated (coherent) with the command input,

2. A "feedthroughr" portion directly induced by the

vibration input.

3. A remaining portion or ";remnant" that is uncorrelated

with either the command or vibration inputs.

These techniques also allow the identification and modeling of dynamic

response properties of both the visual-motor behavior and vibration feed-

through process that result in the measured performance. It is the trends

in these dynamic models and their empirically-derived parameters that allow

one to draw meaningful conclusions about the effects of vibration, in a given

case, and to extrapolate these findings to new situations.



C. REPORT OUTLInM

The background for this research study is reviewed in Section II,

covering relevant literature, measurement techniques, and models. Details

of the experimental approach and setup are discussed in Section III. Three

separate experiments were performed in this research, and Sections IV-VI

present the results for vertical, lateral, and fore-aft vibration, respective].

The results are somewhat detailed so that each section is concluded with a

separate summary of results.

Biomechanical modeling results are su-marized in Section VII, with a

more complete development given in Appendices A and B. Finally, conclusions

based on the overall results are given in Section VIII along with recommenda,

tions for application of the present results and recommendations for further

research.



SECTION II

BACKGROUBD

A. PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON MANUAL CONTROL
PERFORMANCE UNDER VIBRATION

The authors' assessment of published vibration research indicates that

while many of the fundamental biocynamic effects of vibration are well under-

stood, the more complex effects associated with manual control performance

are not firmly established. Some investigators of biocynamic response have

used mechanical impedance concepts for measurements and modeling, and this

approach has accounted for many biomechanical effects (e.g., Refs. 11-12).

The subijective response to vibration (e.g., comfort, pain) seems to have

been extensively investigated with some attempts at quantification (e.g.,

Refs. 1 -17). Visual problems have been studied (e.g., Refs. 33-39); however,

the basis for these effects is still not well understood. Visual-motor and

vehicle control performance under vibration has been widely investigat.d (e.g.,

Refs. 40-47); most of the results are task- or simulation-specific, however,

making generalization difficult. Finally, there are several summaries and

bibliographies of vibration research available (e.g., Refs. 1-10), including

two notably comprehensive works, one by Guignard (Ref. 4) and another by Roth

(Ref. 6). The remainder of this section summarizes key vibration research

results which are most pertinent to the technical approach of this research.

1. Biodynamic Response

Modeling the biodynamic response of the human operator is an important

aspect of the vibration feedthrough models presented here. Biodynamic response

to vertical* (Gz) vibration is roughly accounted for by a complex spring-mass-

damper mechanical system (e.g., Ref. 6). The thorax-abdomen torso system is

*We use the following nomenclature for axes of vibration, as referenced
to a normally seated person (Ref. 6):

"Fore-%.ft vibration": Gx is positive forward.
"Lateral vibration": Gy is positive rightward.
"Vertical vibration": Gz is positive downward.



very elastic with various parts resonating in the frequency range 3-11 Hz.

Movements of visceral organs are a limiting factor in human tolerance in

the 1-8 1Iz range. Head-to-shoulder resonance occurs between 20 and 30 Hz

and interferes with visual acuity. Overall head-to-seat resonance for a

seated subject occurs in the 14-6 Hz range, with the detailed impedance

effects depending on subject size and posture (Ref. 6).

Biodynamic response in the horizontal plane (Gy and Gx) is quite different

from vertical vibration due to articulation of the hip joint and bending of

the spine. Lateral resonances at low frequencies in the region of 1-3 Hz are

reported (Refs. 4 and 6). Fore-aft vibration (Gx) also leads to vertical

head motions (Ref. 6) which may induce visual blurring at high frequencies.

No detailed biodynamic models for horizontal vibration seem to be available,

so a lateral transmissibility model was developed in the course of the present

research (Appendix B). Reference 26 was of considerable help in this regard

in determining the mass and moments of inertia of various model elements.

2. Performance and Dynamic Response Measurements

Vibration effects on the performance of complex visual-motor tasks arise

from a combination of the effects mentioned above. However, very few studies

have included measures of each component effect (visual, motor, vibration

feedthrough, etc.). Therefore, results such as tracking error are difficult

to extrapolate to new situations or between studies. It is generally conceded

that fine visual-motor control (such as required for threading a needle) is

highly disturbed by vibration, while tasks with high impedance controls that

can be firmly gripped (e.g., handwheels) are resistant to vibrational dis-

turbance (Refs. 4 and 6). Rosenberg and Segal (Ref. 47) performed a rather

complete investigation of fire control tracking in a helicopter simulation.

They measured tracking error spectra and were able to partition out the

portion correlated with cockpit vibration. Although describing functions

weren't measured, per se, they were able to explain many of the measured

effects through closed-loop analysis of the control system dynamics, including

an appropriate human operator model. Finally, a study performed by Shoenberger

(Ref. 31) is quite pertinent to the research reported here, since it concerns

tracking performance under Gx, Gy, and Gz sinusoidal vibration over the
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frequency range 1-11 Hz. Vertical vibration was found to cause a general

increase in tracking error vith little sensitivity to vibration frequency.

The story was much different for lateral vibration, however, where a

dramatic increase in tracking error was found for low vibration frequencies.

Low-frequency fore-aft vibration also induced performance degradation,

although not to the same extent as in the lateral case.

B. MODEL AND MEASURES FOR TRACKING
PERFORMANCE AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE

The control tasks used in this research comprise simple linear systems

simulating the key aspects of operational situations. The measurement and

analysis techniques are based on a large body of quasi-linear pilot/vehicle

response studies accumulated over the years (Refs. 18-25). We are not

assuming here that the human operator (visual-motor and biomechanical

response) is necessarily linear, but rather that the quasi-linear "describing

function" measurement and analysis techniques will adequately and most effi-

ciently describe the phenomena of interest (see Ref. 54). Analysis of manual

control under vibration from a measurement and modeling point of view follows.

1. Model Structure for Measurements

The man-machine system structure shown earlier in Fig. 1 is simplified

for measurement purposes as shown in Fig. 2. In this "compensatory" control

system the human operator (represented. by the characteristics in the dashed

box) operates on a displayed error signal (e) to produce control stick inputs

(c) to the controlled element dynamics, Yc(jw). The subject's objective is

to produce a system motion output signal (m) similar to the tracking input (i)

resulting in small tracking errors. In a vibration environment there is an

additional input which enters the control loop, however. Through biomechanical

motions and inertial forces acting directly on the control stick, the vibration

input (v) is transmitted into the tracking loop and appears as a component in

the control stick signal (cv). Because of the separate (and presumed uncorre-

lated) tracking commands and vibration disturbances, the human operator's

dynamic behavior must be accounted for by two describing functions:
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* Y (Jw), the traditional visual-motor response function
teat operates on the perceived error signal (e.g.,
Refs. 18 and 19).

* Yv(jw), a vibration feedthrough process that causes
control activity correlated with the vibration dis-
turbance (Ref. 20).

The himan operator's stick activity is not totally accounted for by

the above describing functions, and the remaining uncorrelated portion is

accounted for by:

S .ne(w), the now routinely-accepted perceptual (visual)
noise process (Refs. 23 and 24).

• Onnc(w), an output (motor) noise process which the present
research indicates 'o be significant under certain bio-
dynamic circumstances.

Vibreition lnput,v

I Il
Perceptual Motor

Remnant Feedthrougn Remnant

F (oi e) Y (Noise) -

Trac ing I n. i r, on o
Error I mControlled

eigna Visual-Motor J cm

rocking - j epnejControl System,Input Stick Output
SignalI I

L.. - - HUMAN OPERATOR -

Figure 2. Measurement Model Structure

It is desirable to measure each of the elements of human operator behavior

shown in Fig. 2 if we are to understand the complex and often confounding

effects caused by a stress such as vibration. Some possible biodynamic

environment effects are as follows:
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" Visual Motor Dynamics (Yp)*. Both voluntary and invol-
untary effects may occur here. For controlled elements
requiring lead generation (anticipation), vibration may
interfere with the rate perception process, thereby
reducing lead capabilities. Vibration may also mechan-
ically interfere with the neuromuscular system, thus

affecting the high-frequency portion of the human operator's
response (i.e., increasing high-frequency phase lags).
Finally, the operator may voluntarily control the amount
of lead (prediction) and gain he employs in order to mediate
the effect of factors such as increased lags, remnant, and
vibration feedthrough.

* Vibration Feedthrough Dynamics (Yv). Vibration feedthrough
will appear in the control response, and depending on fre-
quency content and magnitude as determined by Yv and the

environment, recirculate around the tracking loop and become

a significant factor in the system error. Also, in an opera-
tional situation such as piloting, the induced high-frequency
control activity can cause adverse effects on a flight con-
trol system and/or excite high-frequency structural modes,
which would further aggravate the viLbration environment.

* Perceptual Remnant (nne). Differential moticn between the
display and. eye (due to eye, head, and torso resonance
effects) can cause visual blurring, which might increase rem-
nant generation at this point. "Threshold" and "saturation"
nonlinearities in the perceptual processes can also contri-
bute to remnant (Ref. 24).

" Motor Remnan& (Onnc). This source may be due to a variety
of effects including vibration interference with the neuro-
muscular actuation process and proprioceptive feedbacks.

It should be noted that with only one control output from the man we can

measure but one uncorrelated noise spectrum, so implicit techniques will be

required in order to differentiate between the perceptual and motor sources

of the circulating (closed-loop) remnant spectrum.

In order to gain some insight into the complex relationships between

the dynamic response and performance of the system in Fig. 2, let us now

consider the relationships describing the spectral properties of the various

signals. Assuming quasi-linear dynamic processes (or linear estimate

*Henceforth, the complex frequency arguments (jw) are often omitted from

Yp, Yv, etc., and the frequency argument (w) is omitted from Cnne, ¢nnc, etc.,
once the terms are introduced.
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measurements) we can partition the error and control signals into a linear

sum of components associated with the tracking input, vibration input, and

the visual and motor noise processes:

Total Components from:

Tracking Vibration Perceptual Motor (Output)
Input Input Noise Noise

e(t) ei(t) + ev(t) + ene(t) + enc(t)

()
C(t) ci(t) + cv(t) + Cne(t) + Cnc(t)

Noting that the various inputs are assumed to be linearly uncorrelated (e.g.,

see Ref. 54 for the specific details), the analogous frequency domain equations

for the power spectral density components of each signal are as follows:

Cee(w) = Ceei(a) + Oeev(w) + ¢eene(w) + Ceenc(w)

(2).

Scc(c ) = ¢cci(w) + ¢ccv(w) + Oc ne(w) + ¢ccnc(w)

The mean (offset) values are assumed to be ze:co or negligible compared with

the oscillatory components, which is usually true for trimmed flight situations.

Integrating these equations over the frequency range then gives the variance

components for each of the signals:

2 = G2 v + a2 + n2

ae e2 +a 2  ene enc

(5)

2 = a2  + a2  + a2  + a2
c - cj cv cne cnc

The components of the power spectrum equation (2) can be derived from the

various input signals through transfer functions (Ref. 54), e.g.:

10
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where Gie(j,) is a closed-loop transfer function between the tracking input

and error signal and Iii(o) is the tracking input power spectrum.

The closed-loo tran ifer function, ., is derived as follows. The

correlated error signal is the vector difference between the tracking

input and correlated system output:

Ei(jQ ) = WO) - Mi(j.) (5

where capital letters refer to the Fourier transform of the respective time

signals. The correlated system output is equal to the correlated error

-I),.rat n icr , ], t }ran oprator and controlled element transfer functions:

Mi(Jm') - Ei( '  L [POWu); Yc(& W ]6

Finally, Giu()ju is the ratio of Fourier transforms between the error and

input signals so in combining Eqs. 5 and 6 we~obtain:

Gie(jw) - Ei(jc) 1 ()

Through a similar process a transfer function for each of the remaining

components in Eq. 2 can be derived, thus giving expressions in terms of the

input power spectra:

1.. .1 v 12 V ,2
S 1 + i + i+p # +  + O c nne 1 Iy ,yj @nn, (8)

... "Coherent" Components "Remnant" Components

Y 2 P 2 1+ Y- 2 1 12
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Some insight into the effect of vibration on manual control performance

can be gained from Eqs. 8 and 9. For instance, these equations show that

the operator has some control over the vibration feedthrough term if he can

influence the feedthrough dynamics, Yv. Also, if vibration power is within

the bandwidth of the tracking loop (< 1 Hz typically), then the operator

can adjust the system closed-loop dynamics [I/(I +YpYc)] in order to avoid

undue amplification of the feedthrough. Furthermore, any vibration input,

(Dw, is filtered by the controlled element dynamics, Yc, before reaching

the error point, so that the error variance will have a relatively small

contribution from vibration feedthrough compared to the control stick output.

Equations 8 and 9 also show that the remnant processes have different

effects on the error and control signal spectra. If the controlled element

dynamics, Yc, include a pure integration, as is the case 'or this research,

the dynamic functions multiplying the remnant spectra in the error, Eq. 8,

approach a finite value at low frequency, while the corresponding functions

in the control output, Eq. 9, approach zero. Consequently, the net error

variance is affected mainly by low-frequency remnant, while the control

variance is affected mainly by high-frequency remnant. These theoretical

implications are important for interpreting the large difference between

error and control remnant reported in Section V.

C. VIBRATION FEEDTHROUGH CONCEPTUAL
MODEL ADD MEASURES

One of the long-range objectives of this research is to understand the

fundamentals of the vibration feedthrough process so that data obtained here

can be extended to new situations. The approach is to develop simple bio-

mechanical models which capture the key features of the measured phenomenon.

It is not our purpose, here, to develop definitively detailed models of all

effects, since neither the nature of the measurements .or utility of the

results justify that degree of complexity. Nonetheless, an adequate under-

standing of the process does deserve some attempt at modeling, in terms of

dominant physical properties of the man-machine system (masses, lengths,

moments of inertia, etc.). We will review the background of some preliminary

efforts in this direction with details to be found in Appendices A and B.

12



Our conceptual model of the feedthrough process is shown in Fig. 3.

Basically, the human operator and control are assumed mounted on the same

structural platform which is driven with the motion, xp. At low frequencies,

(< 0.1 Hz), the operator and control move in unison with the platform with

no relative control motion. As frequency increases this state of affairs

changes, however. The dynamic response properties (transmissibility) of

the body mass cause it to move at a different amplitude and phase than the

platform, so that the torso undergoes differential motion with respect to

the platform. Because the limb is attached to the moving torso, the torso

motions are ccupled through the limb to the control dynamics to induce

vibration "feedthrough" (motion-correlated control responses).

Vibration feedthrough can also be caused by inertial forces that act

directly on the mass of the arm and control stick. This situation arises in

operational aircraft control situations (Ref. 28) and is referred to as the

"bobweight" effect.

Coupling the body transmissibility model to the dynamics of the limb/

control stick system results in a model for quantifying the vibration feed-

through process. The details of the best model for a given vibration axis

will differ greatly. The dynamics of the arm and control stick were not

important factors in the vertical vibration configuration studied here, so

a very simple feedthrough model resulted, as will be summarized later in

Section VII and detailed in Appendix A. The lateral vibration data were

somewhat more complex, and the resulting model reflects this, as also

summarized in Section VII and derived in Appendix B. The lateral trans-

missibility model requires more elements, and bobweight effects become

important. Even so, a fairly tractable model resulted. Thus, we believe

that the conceptual model of Fig. 3 can lead to a fairly comprehensive

understanding of the feedthrough process and its ramifications on manual

control system performance.
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D. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

The measurements and experiments herein were designed to provide answers

to a number of questions which have been raised in the previous discussions.

These are summarized and restated here, against which the overall results

are compared in the conclusions of Section VIII:

1. Visual-Motor Behavior

* Does vibration lead to involuntary effects such as changes
in neuromuscular dynamics (high-frequency phase lags) and
remnant (noise) processes?

* What effect does vibration have on voluntary control
behavior such as gain or lead (anticipation)?

S If present, do voluntary changes relate to attempts to
control vibration-induced remnant or vibration feed-
through, or do they reflect a stress reaction"

2. Vibration Transmissibility and Control Feedthrough

• Under what conditions is transmissibility a significant
factor in manual control performance?

* Under what conditions is vibration control feedthrough a
significant effect?

* To what extent can the feedthrough process be modeled9

* Can simple biodynamic feedthrough models give any insight
into the phenomenon or allow extrapolation to new situa-
tionsq

3. Performance

* Can all the underlying causes of performance effects be
accounted for9

* What changes in visual-motor behavior and vibration control
feedthrough underlie vibration effects on performance measures
of tracking error and control activity?
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SECTION III

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. SCOPE

The general approach taken in the experimental phases of this program

was to make as comprehensive a set of measurements as feasible, in order

to define vibration effects on both man-machine performance and on the

visual-motor and biodynamic response properties of the human operator.

Pre-experimental analysis was employed to define likely operator behavior

for the selected control tasks and to define the likely vibration frequency

range over which it was important to identify transmissibility and vibration

feedthrough response dynamics.

The experimental program was divided into three phases, a pilot study

and two formal experiments. Vertical vibration (Gz) was selected for the

pilot study, and (as it turned out) a complete experiment was accomplished

on three subjects, albeit with a limited set of measurenients. Having estab-

lished a satisfactory measurement technique at this stage and determined

some of the general effects of vibration, we then turned to lateral (Gy) and

fore-aft (Gx) vibration for the formal experiments, with the complete set of

desired measurements. Previous research (Refs. 6 and 31 ) has shown lateral

and fore-aft effects to be more dramatic and complex than vertical cases,

and the additional measurements utilized in these latter experimental rounds

were helpful in explaining the observed phenomena.

B. PHYSICAL SETUP

In Fig. L a subject is shown performing the control task 3n the AMRL-BBV

Lab's Western Gear shaker facility located at Wright-Patterson Air Force

Base, Ohio. A Tektronix Model 60i CRT, having a view area of 8 x 10 cm, was

used a- the visual display for the compensatory tracking task. The subject

controlled the task with a joystick, as shown in Fig. 4. Details of the track-

ing task and joystick characteristics are given in Section III-C. The seat

was rigidly constructed of aluminum, and the control stick and display were
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rigidly attached, so that there were no resonances or other distortions to

the platform motion as transmitted to the subject, control or display unit,

within the frequency range of interest in these studies.

The subject was seated on a standard F-105 parachute container and

insulation pad. This setup provided a stiff, yet comfortable, coupling

between the seat and subject, without adding significant dynamic effects

to the transmissibility measurements. A standard fighter aircraft shoulder

strap and seat belt arrangement was also employed. The belts were adjusted

to a comfortable tension, but the shoulders were not pinned to the back of

the seat. The setup roughly simulated the arrangements in a typical

military aircraft.

In order to define the transmissibility and control feedthrough properties

of the subjects, accelerometers were used to measure the motion of the plat-

form, and key points on the subject's body. The subject's accelerometers were

lightweight (< 0.2 oz) Endevco Model 2222B units, with flat response over the

range 1-200 Hz. For the vertical and lateral studies the accelerometer loca-

tions were as shown in Fig. 4 with the accelerometer axes oriented in the

appropriate direction. The shoulder accelerometer was securely taped to the

bony point of the shoulder (acromian), and the elbow unit was strapped around

the arm (against the proximal extremity of the ulna). The head accelerometer

was affixed to the skull via a small, lightweight bite rod that was gripped

in the teeth like a pipestem. Each subject had his own bite bar with an

individualized dental impression formed. from a thermosetting plastic.

Previous studies (Ref. 6) had reported significant vertical head motions

during fore-aft vibration, which could lead to visual blurring effects. Thus,

for the Gx study, vertical shoulder and head accelerations were measured as

above in addition to fore-aft torso acceleration which was obtained with an

accelerometer mounted on the sternum. Fore-aft head and elbow measurements

were considered of minor importance since fore-aft head motion would not lead

to significant visual blurring and elbow motions would be very close to

control stick motions in this case. Consequently, these measurements were

dropped for efficiency in the x-axis experiment.

The vibration platform itself was the Western Gear Corporation Model 4010

High Amplitude Vibration Mar2hine operated by the AMRL-BBV laboratory at

18



Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Driven via adjustable Scotch yoke mechan-

isms by a variable speed electric motor, this machine gave reasonably good

sinusoidal waveforms over the range from 1-10 Hz. Its characteristics have

been described in detail elsewhere (Ref. 30).

The arrangement of the instrumentation and recording equipment situated

adjacent to the vibration apparatus is shown in Fig. 5. The control. task and

some data processing were provided by an EAI 380 analog computer. An STI

14k II Describing Function Analyzer (DFA) provided the input forcing function

for the control task in addition to on-line Fourier analysis of control task

signals during the tracking runs, as described in Section III-C (also see

Ref. 22a). The printed-tape data logger was used to record measurements

accumulated during each run. Accelerometer response (via compensated

accelerometer amplifiers) was recorded on the strip chart recorder, and

these records were then used to determine the subject's transmissibility

as described in Section III-C-2.

C. TRACKI TASKS

The tracking tasks were selected to be commensurate with the axis of

vibration in each of the studies. A pitch attitude control task was selected

for the z- and x-axis vibration experiments as being appropriate to an air-

craft environment with vertical and fore-aft cockpit motions. Similarly, for

the lateral vibration study, roll attitude tracking was chosen as the appro-

priate pilot control task. In addition to being pertinent to the vibrating

aircraft scenario, the tasks also involved different types of vibration feed-

through to the control stick output:

" For the vertical case, the vibration inputs were
perpendicular to the pitch control motions, thereby
minimizing direct vibration-induced control action.
Only the secondary vibrational motions, transmitted
by the operator's arm from his torso, appeared in
the control response.

* For the lateral and fore-aft cases, direct control
responses are caused by inertial forces acting on the
combined arm/stick mass due to platform motion (the
"bobweight" effect noted earlier) as well as relative
shoulder motions due to torso transmissibility.

The details of the tracking tasks were as follows.
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1. Pitch Control Task (Gz and Gx Studies)

In this task the fore-aft movement of the joystick controlled the

vertical motion of a horizontal CRT line. This luminous line and the

illuminated reference line were very bright and could easily be perceived

under all conditions. In the G. study three different sets of control

dynamics were employed, in order to elicit a range of tracking workload

from the subjects. The simplest controlled element was a first-order

instability (Ref. 21) which allowed the subject to act as a pure gain

(i.e., control outputs proportional to displayed error) ia addition to

his inherent time delay and neuromuscular properties. A second controlled

element had dynamics approximating the short-period response of a large

bomber (similar to the XB-70) tnd required some lead generation by the

pilot (TL 0.5 sec). A third controlled element was composed of a slight

instability at 0.5 rad/sec and a first-order lag at 1.92 rad/sec. This

controlled element proved to be only slightly more sluggish than the short-

period dynamics, and was used only in the training phase of the Gz study.

In the Gx experiment, only the short-period dynamics were employed. The

controlled element dynamics and appropriate hiunan operator response behavior

are given in Table 1. The controlled element gains (Kc) given in Table 1

were adjusted for subject acceptance, and a common gain was selected for all

subjects that was on the low side of the preferred level for each task. This

is consistent with aircraft practice for large vehicles, and it also minimized

the possibility of feedthrough effects dominating task performance.

Two different control sticks were employed with widely different spring

restraints in order to investigate the effects of arm/control stick coupling.

The "spring" stick had a very light spring gradient with no damping other

than ballbearing friction. This control stick provided minimal restriction

to arm movement and stick output was proportional to stick deflection. The

"stiff" stick was essentially an isometric (force stick) control, having a

strain gauge transducer whose output was proportional to applied grip force.

In this case arm motion at the hand was constrained to move with the plat-

form motion, and actually provided another anchor point for the body in

addition to the seat and feet. The control stick properties are listed in

Table lb.
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A sum of five non-simple-harmonic sinusoids with random initial phasing

was used as the input forcing function for the tracking task. The frequencies

were roughly logarithmically spaced to most efficiently cover the range of

interest for visual-motor r2sponse measurements, and the amplitudes were set

inversely proportional to frequency (Table 1 c) in order to yield adequate

power in the error spectrum for measurement purposes. On the basis of

previous research (Refs. 21, 22, 24, and 25), this type of input with power

concentrated in a small number of components has proved to be both accept-

able from the subject's point of view (random-appearing error signal with

a moderate bandwidth) while yielding high signal/noise measurements due to

the concentration of signal power at only five frequencies. This scheme

yields very low measurement variability despite short run lengths. The

measurement technique is described in Section III-D.

2. Roll Control Task (Gy Study)

in this task left or right movement of the joystick controlled the

rotation of the luminous horizon line on the CRT display. Based on the

findings of the Gz study, the controlled element configuration per se did

not appear to have a large interaction on the vibration feedthrough effects,.

so a single set of moderate-difficulty dynamics were selected for the

lateral case. The controlled element form approximates the roll res-non

of a stability-augmented aircraft. The controlled element gain was again

set tc an acceptable level on the less sensitive side of subject preference.

The controlled element properties are surmarized in Table 1,

The two control sticks employed in the vertical vibration study were again

used here. The same input forcing function was used as well, except that the

amplitude is now characterized in terms of the angular rotation of the horizon

line as given in Table 1. The amplitude was set such that vertical displace-

ments at each edge of the horizon line were comparable to the amplitude used

in the Gz and Gx studies, in an attempt to achieve some equivalence in display

motions between the pitch and roll tasks.
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D. MASUREMENTS

As indicated in Section II, one of the major measurement objectives in

these studies was to partition the error performance and control stick

response into components correlated with the tracking task input and vibra-

tion feedthrough, and a remaining uncorrelated component due to operator

noise or remnant (as derived in Section II):

Tracking Vibration Uncorrelated
Total = Input- Feedthrough Noise

Variance Correlated Correlated (Remnant)
Variance Variance

2 2 2 2Error e 0eij + 0eV + Ge

'% (10)
2 2 2 2

Stick c = + acv +

Furthermore, in order to understand the cause of the effects shown by the

partitioning, we also measured the visual-motor dynamic response properties

of the operator responsible for the input-correlated variance, and the bio-

mechanical response properties responsible for the vibration feedthrough

components. The measurement procedures were as follows.

1. Performance and Describing
Function Measurements

The actual data processing was divided up into two stages:

* Procedures most efficiently done on-line during the
tracking runs, consisting of various time integrals.

* Off-Line processing of these time integrals to yield
the various signal variance components dy-namic response
functions and fitted model parameters.

As shown in Fig. 6, the STI 1,Uk II Describing Function Analyzer (DFA) was

used to generate the input forcing function for the tracking task as well as

perform on-line computations during the tracking runs, including:
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* The Fourier sine and cosine integrals of the tracking

error signal at each of the forcing function frequencies.

* The mean and mean square integrals of the error signal

and the mean square control response.

References 21 and 22 describe the DFA and the measurement scheme. Similar

computations were also performed on the analog computer, as shown in Fig. 7,

in order to obtain the Fourier sine and cosine integrals of the control

response relative to platform acceleration at the vibration frequency. The

above data were then processed off-line on a digital computer, as shown in

the flow chart in Table 2, to yield the various variance components, dynamic

response functions, and describing function parameters of interest.

Typical describing function data under no vibration is shown in Fig. 8,

in order to summarize the various dynamic response and performance measures

employed in this research. The detailed human operator describing function (Yp)

is useful in indicating the subject's lead generation (rate perception)

ability and neuromuscular properties which occur at high frequencies

(w > 6 rad/sec). The rise in lYpI beyond m.= 3 rad/sec shown in Fig. 8a

verifies that the subject is generating the appropriate lead to cancel the

lag in the controlled element dynamics. This behavior is very consistent

over the three repeated runs at this static condition.

In keeping with past manual control measurement practice, the overall

dynamic response effects will mainly be presented in terms of YOLO(j), the

open-loop describing function (output/error) as shown in Fig. 8b. The rele-

vant parameters characterizing the open-loop response and their importance

are explained below (e.g., see Ref. 18 for basic background):

* Gain Crossover Frequency (a c), the unity amplitude (0 dB)

frequency of YOL which is proportional to the operator's

gain and determines the bandwidth of the manual control

loop. This parameter often decreases when the operator

is attempting to minimize the influence of noise sources

within the loop (such as remnant and possibly vibration

feedthrough), while accurate following of the tracking
input requires as maximum a bandwidth as possible (see
Ref. 2h for a thorough discussion of the tradeoffs
involved).
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OFF-LINE DATA Th-.CESSING

Program Operations Output

Input mean, mean square and Fourier 1pI
sine and cosine integrals at fre- k I-5q
quency k

Ct'mpute error and control output -2 a2
variances P c

Compute error components at forcing 5
function frequencies and total C =
input correlated error variance and e ,(e ak

e 2 = a.2 /C2
e ei/ e

__E(J)t' I
Comapute error to input describing I OOk OL(Ja)
function and transform to give

open-loop describing function [E(jwk)

Interpolate gain and phase cross-
over frequencies (wc, %h) and phase - 1 , cu, qM
margin (qM) from YOL

Compute pilot describing function
given known controlled element Yp(Jujk) = YOL(J)[Yc(Ja)]
Yc( 

1Ja ) T
Compute control stick components I cc(ak) = IYp(ick)]2 Oee(ay)
at forcing function frequencies I 5
and total input orrlated control =cc( )
variance k=1

Compute control response and error a2 = 'cc(Gv)

components correlated with vibra- 
- V

tion frequency 02( = IYc(Jv)I2cc(wv)

Compute closed-loop vibration feed- I C(ja.)) YV(JUNV)
through describing function P - ) I + YpYc( wv)

tComputed directly from input data
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0 Phase Margin (r ), a system stability margin, measured
at aa,. As cP approaches zero the closed-loop damping
ratio vani"shes, i.e., the manual control system approaches
an unstable condition. When under stress or involved in
complex tasks (high task workload), the operator will
generally adopt generous margins; however, accurate track-

ing of the system input requires high wc 's which tend to
reduce N.

* Phase-Crossover Frequency (wu), a high-frequency measure
of phase properties with contributions from lead genera-
tion, neuromuscular and limb/manipulator dynamics. wc
could, theoretically, be increased to this frequency if
the closed-loop damping were allowed to vanish, so %y
provides an absolute upper limit on the closed-loop band-
width. Because the slope of IYoLI vs. frequency has a
slope of about -1 .0, Wc is also a measure of loop gain,
and ccu represents the unstable gain, so the ratio of

u/wc dB provides another measure of stability margin,
closely approximating the gain margin.

The summary performance parameters to be presented include:

* Error and Stick Variances (G2 , ac), the average mean
square dynamic power in various signals, after removing
dc offsets. These variances are also portioned into two
correlated and one uncorrelated components, as discussed
previously (Eq. 5).

* Error and Stick Coherence ( p2 ) the fraction of the

total signal variance linearly correlated with the
describing function measurements. The remaining power

2 _ 2) is due to noise sources internal to the
human operator (remnant) fraction.

2. Transmissibility and Vibration
Feedthrough Measurement s

Transmissibility measurements (response of various points of the subject's

body relative to platform motion) were obtained from strip chart recordings

of the various accelerometers shown in Fig. 4. Since the vibration wave forms

were sinusoidal, it was fairly easy to read amplitudes and relative phase

shifts from the recordings (examples are given in Appendix A). The light-

weight body-mounted accelerometers were calibrated relative to the accurate

platform-mounted strain gauge unit in order to minimize transmissibility

measurement errors. This was accomplished by mounting all u.ie accelerometers

on the platform which vas run at ±0.4 g throughout the frequency range
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1.3-10 Hz. Within the accuracy of strip chart trace reading, no appreciable

differences in amplitude or phase were found among the accelerometers. The

average measurement error of the subsequent transmissibility measurements is

judged to be less than 5 percent.

In the first (Gz) study strip chart recordings were also used to identify

the control feedthrough dynamics as described in Appendix A. In this situa-

tion the subjects were asked to stabilize the short-period dynamics with no

input forcing function to the control task. In this case it was easy to

identify the control response component corresponding to the vibration fre-

auency appearing in the accelerometer traces. In the Gy and Gx experiments

vibration correlated control response was computed during each run (as

Cescribed in the previous section), and these measurements were verified as

agreeing with the components visually apparent in the strip chart recordings.

E. VIBRATION CONDITIONS

Because of the exploratory nature of this research we tried to select

conditions that would give clear effects. The vibration amplitude of ±0.4 g

(zero to peak amplitude) was selected as large enough to produce effects

without undue discomfort and allow tie-in with the previous research of

Ref. 31. All vibration conditions were administered at this level.

Frequency conditions were selected to elicit a variety of effects including

maximum whole-body resonance and visual blurring. In the first (Gz) study

different controlled elements as well as control sticks had to be tested as

experimental variables, so thet the number of frequencies was limited accord-

ingly. Based on previous transmissibility data, plus experience during

shakedown training runs under vibration, three frequencies were selected:

2, 6, and 10 Hz. The 2 Hz condition was selected as being well below whole-

body resonance, the 6 Hz condition as a body resonance condition; and 10 Hz

as beyond whole-body resonance with subjectively reported visual blurring.

In the Gy and Gx experiments only one controlled element was employed

so that additional vibration frequencieE could be run. Previous research

(Ref. 71) and our own pre-experimental analysis had indicated that low fre-

quencies (1-s Hz) were likely to cause the largest effects under Gy and GX,



so that a low vibration frequency of 1.3 Hz was selected that fell in

between the two highest control task input frequencies of cwi = 1.00 and

1.67 Hz (see Table 1). The remaining frequencies were selected to roughly

logarithmically span the range between 1.3 and 10 Hz and included 2, 3,

4.5, 7, and 10 Hz. It was anticipated that the lowest frequencies would

interact most strongly with the control task and thereby cause large

changes in the operator's tracking responses.

F. SUBJECTS

Members of the ANRL-BBV Hazardous Duty Panel were employed as subjects.

These Panel members had undergone physical examinations in order to qualify

them for participation in hazardous experimental environments. Background

and physical data on the subjects are given in Table 3. As noted, most of

the subjects had previous experience under vibration and on tracking tasks.

TABLE 3

SUBJECT BACKGROUND

HEIGHT WEIGHT AGE PRIOR EXPERIENCE
SUBJECT STUDY (in.) (ib) (yr) VIBRATION TRACKING

PA Gx 69 146 24 Some None

BB Gx, Gz 67 145 30 None Minimal

BC Gx, Gy 67 165 34 Appreciable Extensive

SR Gy 66 165 25 Appreciable Appreciable

JS Gx, Gy, Gz  72 185 25 Extensive Extensive

DZ ! Gy, Gz 72 185 42 Extensive Extensive
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G. ZXPE RnNTAL DESIGNSAND PROCEDUES

1. Gz Experiment

a. Training

The subjects were given three 1-hour training sessions on the tracking

tasks under static conditions. Two 2-minute trials per controlled element

were administered each session, with an additional trial or two on the

short-period and second-order controlled elements during the final training

session. All training was conducted with the spring stick control, which

was the most difficult to use. Training results showed the manual control

behavior elicited by the second-order and short-period dynamics to be similar,

so the second-order controlled element was eliminated for convenience in the

formal test sessions.

b. Vibration Training Session

The purpose of this test session was twefold: 1) to give the subjects an

initial encounter at performing the tracking task under vibration; and 2) to

obtain body transmissibility and control feedthrough data throughout the fre-

quency range 2-10 Hz. The runs were started at 2 Hz and repeated at 1 Hz

increments up to 10 Hz at 0.4 g. A run at a particular frequency lasted

about 2 min. During each transmissibility run the subject stabilized the

CRT line with the short-period dynamics and spring stick control but with

no input forcing function. Thus, the only component in the control output,

other than a small amount of remnant, was the vibration feedthrough term.

The measurements in these tests were recorded as strip chart tracings

of the stick output and accelerometer response. Vibration and control

response amplitude and phase were read from the traces. These data were

used to define each subject's transmissibility and feedthrough properties,

and to validate our feedthrough model, developed in Appendix A.

At the end of the session the short-period tracking task with input was

administered both at 6 Hz vibration (the main torso resonance frequency) and

with no vibration as final training runs.
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c. Formal Data Sessions

Two formal data sessions were conducted, the first with the spring stick

and the second with the stiff stick. At the beginning of each session the

subject was instrumented with the accelerometers and given a warmup tracking

run under static conditions.

During the first session with the spring stick, the first-order task

was administered during the first half of the session, and the short-period

dynamics during the second half. The vibration conditions were presented in

a semi-random order for each subject as shown in Table 4.

During the second session with the stiff stick control, only the short-

period dynamics were employed. Two tracking runs were conducted at aach

experimental condition, and the conditions were presented in the order shown

in Table i. in addition to the tracking runs, transmissibility and controi

feedthrough data were obtained at 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 Hz in the same manner

employed in the vibration training session with the moving stick control.

TABLE 4

ORDER OF PRESENTATION OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

I_______SUBJECT _____

SESSION CONTfROLLED SUBEC
SOEI.E T BB is DZ

Static 10 Hz 6 Hz

First 2 Hz 6 Hz 2 Hz

Order 10 Hz 2.Hz Static

FIRST 6 Hz Static 10 Hz

"Spring" 6 Hz Static 10 Hz

Stick Short 10 Hz 2 Hz Static

Period 2 Hz 6 Hz 2 Hz

Static 10 Hz 6 Hz

SECOND 6 Hz Static 10 Hz

Short 2 Hz 2 Hz 6 Hz
"Stiff" Period Static 10 Hz 2 Hz

Stick I 10 Hz 6 Hz Static
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2. Gy and Gx Experiments

a. Training

Training was much less critical for the lateral and fore-aft experiments,

because only one controlled element was used. Initial half-hour training

sessions (two for Gy and one for Gx) without vibration were conducted with

the spring stick control. During each session six 1-minute tracking trials

were administered. An additional 1-hour session was conducted with the

spring stick to give the subject an initial encounter with 0.4 Gy vibration

at each of the test frequencies. Two tracking runs were administered at

each vibration frequency. Following the spring stick formal test session,

another training session was given with the stiff stick control.

b. Formal Data Sessions

During the formal data session, tracking trials were administered at

each vibration frequency, and under "static" test conditions both at the

beginning and end of each session. It was not practical to randomize the

order of vibration frequencies; so, to balance out order-of-presentation

effects, the vibration frequencies were administered in order from low-to-

high for two of the subjects and high-to low for the remaining two. The

order of presentation was reversed for each subject between the spring

and stiff stick sessions.

In order to obtain more data on run-to-run variability in the Gy experi-

ment, three tracking trials with 50 sec measurement period were used, as

opposed to the two rans with 100 sec measurement period used in the Gz tests.

Previous research (Ref. 32) has shown that reliable describing function esti-

mates can be obtained with the DFA in 50 sec, and this shorter run length

was employed in order to avoid excessively long periods of vibration that

might unduly fatigue the subjects. In the fore-aft experiment the number

of replications was reduced to two, because of the good run-to-run

repeatability measured in the Gy tests.
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SECTION IV

VERTICAL VIBRATION EXPERIMENT
RESULTS M DISCUSSION

This section contains the basic results from both training and formal

runs of the vertical (Gz) experiment. Because the study included the

initial shakedown of the apparatus and measurement techniques, only three

subjects were tested, and some desirable conditions had to be foregone

due to time limitations. Thus the results should be viewed as somewhat

tentative and deserving of further verification. Models for, and implications

of, the results are given in later sections.

A. TRAINING

The training session data given in Figs. 9 (performance) and 10 (dynamic

response properties) are compared with data obtained under static conditions

during the formal experimental sessions. Tra'king error (ae) was quite

stable for all subjects between training and the formal sessions, as shown

in Fig. 9. There is a slight improvement in error performance for the final

session with the stiff stick and short-period dynamics. This is probably due

to the improved dynamic response allowed with the stiff stick rather than a

learning effect. The error coherence (p2) was fairly stable between the third

training session and formal sessions. Note that the short-period dynamics

gave greater coherence (a lower remnant fraction) than the second-order sub-

critical task, because the latter required greater lead equalization. The

second-order task was dropped after the training sessions in order to minimize

the nimber of experimental conditions to be run.

Dynamic response parameters obtained from the describing function

measurements are shown in Fig. 10. For the first-order task the gain and

phase crossover frequencies (wc, au) and phase margin (?M) are relatively

constant between the training and formal sessions. For the short-period

case the data are reasonably stable between the final training session and

the first formal session. For the last formal session with the stiff stick,

both % and we increase; however, this is most likely due to decreased

*See Section iI-D for explanation of these terms.
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limb/manipulator phase lags as a consequence of minimal stick motion

(Refs. 1 - 53) rather than training effects.

Overall, these shakedown test data indicate that the subjects were

reasonably well trained, that learning effects were not a significant

factor in the formal session results, and that test-retest reliability

is likely to be good.

B. TMSMISSIBILITY AND CONTROL FETHROUGH DATA

Because of the limitations discussed in Section III, vertical vibration

transmissibility and vibration feedthrough data were obtained during special

runs., rather than the formal tracking trials, and the data were reduced from

strip chart recordings, rather than the on-line cross-correlation. Vertical

shoulder acceleration data obtained for each subject with both the moving

and force stick controls are plotted in Fig. 11, and compared with Coerman's

model for whole body impedance response fitted over eight seated subjects

(Ref. 29). Although all subjects exhibited a typically low damped resonance,

it is obvious that the response of each of our thr'ee subjects is somewhat

different in character. Subject JS has a rather sharp resonant peak which

trails off quite rapidly. Subject DZ has a very broad resonance, while

Subject BB falls somewhere in between. All three subjects have a greater

resonance region than that of Coerman's "average." Nevertheless, the match

is surprisingly good when taking into account that Coerman's data are based

on whole body mechanical impedance (i.e., force vs. velocity) and not the

motion of any particular body part.

Each subject was asked for his subjective estimate of the point of

maximum whole body resonance. Subjects JS and DZ felt their resonant point

was just below 6 Hz. while BB thought his resonance was closer to 5 Hz. On

this basis we selected 6 Hz as the near-resonant-frequency condition for

the formal experiment. Judging from the subsequent shoulder transmissibility

results given in Fig. 11, 5 Hz would probably have been closer to motion

resonance for the three subjects. Thp shoulder acceleration averaged among

subjects for the spring and stiff stick cases are compared in Fig. 12.

Unfortunately, no stiff stick transmissibility runs were made at 5 Hz, so

its resonance peak could not be defined precisely. It is observed that,
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Figure 12. Vertical Shoulder Vibration Averaged Over Subjects

relative to the spring stick, the stiff stick attenuates the shoulder

motion around the region of resonance, but actually helps to drive the

shoulder motion at 8 Hz and above.

Vertical acceleration measured at the operator's elbow and averaged

over the three subjects is shown in Fig. 15. The response is very similar

to that measured at the shoulder, so we do not suspect any elbow "flapping"

modes, etc., that might complicate the vibration feedthrough effects. Thus,

it appears that, under the tested conditions, shoulder motions are directly

transmitted through the arm. This provides the basis for "rigid link"

assumption used in the vertical feedthrough model development in Appendix A.

Head acceleration (as measured by the bite-mounted accelerometer) is

shown in Fig. 14. Comparing this data with shoulder response, we note some

departures. Although head acceleration exhibits peak amplitude in the same

region of torso resonance as the shoulder, the peak is much sharper with

little amplification developed in the region below 4 Hz. At frequencies

beyond torso resonance the head amplitude does not attenuate as rapidly as

the shoulder, this being due to the second head-on-shoulders biomechanical

mode identified by previous investigators (Ref. 6).
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Subjects commented that there was visual blurring out to the region of

10 Hz, which is consistent with the measured head resonance. However, they

also commented that this did not seem to interfere with their tracking

ability, because both the reference and the horizon lines on the display

were blurred to the same degree and could still easily be perceived and

aligned. Consideration of the luminous density distribution of a line vibra-

ting sinusoidally with respect to the eye shows that the highest luminous

density is near the extremes of travel, thereby providing sharp edges for
alignment.

The zero-to-peak-amplitude control stick output incurred while the

subjects stabilized the short-period dynamics is plotted in Fig. 15.* Note

that, although the character of the feedthrough is slightly different for

each subject, the general effects are quite similar. The average feedthrough

over subjects for both the spring and stiff sticks is compared in Fig. 16

which illustrates the following effects: >1

1. Maximum feedthrough for both sticks occurs in the
region of whole body resonance.

2. The spring stick gives greater high-frequency attenua-
tion of feedthrough.

3. The stiff stick yields a greater amount of feedthrough
(although it should be recalled that the stick gains
were set according to subjective acceptability, which
makes the comparative feedthrough magnitudes somewhat
arbitrary).

It was desired to make a common comparison between the outputs of the
two control sticks which have basically different physical dimensions (i.e.,
force for the stiff stick and displacement for the spring stick). To accom-
plish this, stick amplitudes were multiplied by the appropriate controlled
element gain, Kc, given in Table 1. The scaled stick signal, Kcc, then
represents the electrical output of the two sticks which are equivalent in
the simulation. The stick feedthrough results here and in Section V are
plotted on this equivalent basis, with physical units given on the right
hand ordinates of the graphs.
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Figure 16. Ltick Vibration Feedthrough Averaged Over Subjects

An interesting observation in Section VII is that, while significant

stick output power results from vibration feedthrough, this power is small

at the error point (because of attenuatien in going through the controlled

element). A quick calculation of display displacement corresponding to the

stick output given in Fig. 16 shows that display deflections due to the

direct feedthrough effects are below 0.1 mm. This is not to suggest that

feedthrough effects are unimportant, however, since high stick pouer at high

frequencies could have adverse effects on the flight control system of an

aircraft, and could also excite the flexible body modes of large slender

vehicles.
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C. PEMANCE AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE EFFECTS

The effect of vertical vibration on error performance and dynamic

response bandwidth (- wc) and stability (- oM) is illustrated in Fig. 17,

where the data have been averaged over two runs per subject and three

subjects. It is apparent error variance consistently increased under

higher vibration frquencies (6 and 10 Hz) for each task. For the first-

order task and short-period task with stiff stick, the trends in input-

correlated and total error follow each other, and in all cases uncorrelated

error (remnant) shows a definite increase at 10 Hz vibration. As noted pre-

viously, subjects reported visual blurring at 10 Hz, which may account for

some of the increase in remnant.

The effect of vibration on the dynamic response measures is somewhat

different for each of the control tasks, as might be expected. For the

first-order task (requiring no operator "leadV), there was little effect

on gain crossover frequency (lkm) or phase margin (aM); however, there was

a large decrease in the phase crossover frequency (%h ) at 10 Hz vibration.

The first-order task allows phase crossover'frequencies in the region of

neuromuscular dynamics, and we have subjective reports that the 10 Hz

vibration had a vaguely adverse effect on the dynamic properties of the

neuromuscular system (i.e., tending to make motions more sluggish).

For the short-period task with spring stick the crossover frequencies

remained quite stable while phase margin shows a slight increase under

vibration. The relatively constant level of dynamic response behavior is

consistent with the small changes observed in input-correlated errors.

As expected on the basis of prior research (Refs. 52. 53), use of the

stiff stick control with the short-period dynamics has allowed higher

crossover frequencies than with the spring stick, as shown in Fig. 17.

However, the 6 and 10 Hz vibration conditions induced a decrease in %

which required the subjects to lower their gain (%c) as well, since some

gain margin must be preserved. A rather dramatic increase in phase margin

is noted also under 6 and 10 Hz vibration which is consistent with the

large decrease in %h under the same conditions.

An analysis of variance was performed on the performance and dynamic

response parameters in order to give quantitative estimates of the basic
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variability of the data and the importance of the various experimental

treatments. The results are summarized in Table 5. A three-way model was

used, with Subjects a random variable while Task and Vibration were con-

sidered fixed effects (Ref. L9 ). Representative response measures ()c, u,

and r ) and performance i,_easures (a2, C2i) were analyzed. Phase crossover

frequency (u) was the only significant task effect. Subject differences

are significant for all parameters, and vibration frequency has a signifi-

cant effect on all parameters except phase margin.

Some interesting relationships exist between the interaction effects

given in Table 5. Task-by-Vibration interactions were significant for the

dynamic response parameters and not for performance. This result is some-

wnat evident in Fig. 17. Further, the interactions involving subjects were

quite significant in the case of performance parameters, while in only two

of nine interactions was there a significant effect on dynamic response

parameters (i.e., T x S for c and S x V for a-). Based on these results

it would appear that the subjects were more consistent in their dynamic

response behavior than in overall performance, which also includes remnant

as weii as input correlated behavior.

D. DETAILED DESCRIBIG FUNCTION RESULTS

In Fig. 18 detailed subject describing functions, Yp(w), are compared

fo:r the static and vibration conditions for each subject. On an overall

basis the 10 Hz condition seems to have caused a more serious degradation

in subject dynamic behavior than the more stressful resonant condition at

6 Hz. The subjective ccmment of Subject BB to the effect that there seemed

to be "increased neuromuscular sluggishness" under 10 Hz vibration may be

related to the generally poor performance at that condition. It is apparent

that the 10 Hz vibration condition consistently incurs a phase penalty at

the highest DFA measurement frequency (10.2 rad/sec) with the 6 Hz vibration

condition causing a similar, albeit smaller, effect. There does not seem

to be any consistent change with vibration in the operator's lead break

frequency. Based on the IYpJ plots for the short-period dynamics, the

lead break occurs at approximately 2 rad/sec (TL = 0.5 sec) as expected.
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Based on the describing function phase data of Fig. 18 and the related

phase crossover frequency (%Q) data in Fig. 17, we feel there is evidence

that 10 Hz vibration has a significant effect on the neuromuscular system

which is responsible for high-frequency phase lag properties. Guignard

(Ref. 4) has speculated on direct effects of vibration on the neuromuscular

system in the region of 10 Hz,* ayid the results obtained here would seem

to support his suggestion.

E. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY OF
VERTICAL VIBRATION RESULTS

The subject population, although small, was reasonably well trained

and exhibited biomechanical transmissibility properties under Gz similar

to previous measurements (Ref. 29). Appreciable vibration feedthrough to

the control was measured, although it did not affect the displayed errors

because of the filtering effect of the controlled element. Vibration con-

trol feedthrough was found to be significantly affected by control stick

spring gradient, with a low spring gradient stick giving less feedthrough

in general than a relatively stiff control stick. A model which accounts

for vertical feedthrough effects in terms of biomechanical considerations

is developed in Appendix A and summarized in Section VII.

Error performance was found to degrade with increasing vibration

frequency, which is somewhat at variance with the results of Shoenberger

(Ref. 31), who found a uniform performance decrement under sinusoidal Gz

vibration with little frequency sensitivity. The spring stick results

are closest to Shoenberger's findings, and the stick gradient is similar

although he used a side arm control rather than a joy stick. The stiff

stick gave rather definite differential effects with frequency, and the

various measurements obtained here have suggested underlying causes for

*From Ref. 4, p. 864, "It is occasionally suggested that, because the deep
vibratory sense is mediated in the same end-organs as are concerned in
the appreciation and regulation of posture, severe vibration might derange
the action of muscles, and so degrade performance, by pre-empting the
neuromuscular pathways involved in postural control. This would be most
likely to occur at forcing frequencies around 10 Hz which coincide with
the physiological tremor."



higher performance decrements at the high vibration frequencies. Increased

operator phase lags (interpreted here as increased neuromuscular lags) are

induced by high-frequency vibration, and cause an increase in correlated

errors. Uncorrelated (remnant) errors also increased under high-frequency

vibration. This effect corresponds with the reports of visual blurring at

10 Hz vibration which could induce increased perceptual remnant.* There

may have been additional motor remnant as well, considering the adverse

effect vibration had on the operator's dynamic response out in the frequency

region of neuromuscular properties.

In summary, the effects of sinusoidal vertical vibration on manual

control performance seem to be of a mainly involuntary nature. Control

feedthrough can be largely accounted for by simple biomechanical models (see

Section VII). Increased tracking errors seem to result from increased neuro-

muscular lags and greater remnant. Behavioral parameters which are under more

voluntary control, such as human operator gain and lead (anticipation), do

not seem to have been seriously affected by the'vibration environment. It

3hould be noted, however, that because of the small subject population and

preliminary nature of the measurements used for this pilot study, the results

require further verification before acceptance as general findings.

*As noted previously, sinusoidal vibration produces a relatively sharp-
edged blur pattern, thus alleviating some of the expected difficalties in
perception of errors under vibration. On the other hand, random vibrations
at comparable frequencies will produce a fuzzy edge, which may be harder to
perceive and align. These important differences may explain the absence,
in these sinusoidal experiments, of' large vibration-induced differences on
the perceptual aspects of tracking; and they suggest possible significant
differences that might be expected for a wideband random vibration case.
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SECTION V

LATERAL VIBRATION EXPERMNT
RESUIMS AND DISCUSSION

The lateral vibration experiment was more comprehensive and yielded

more dramatic effects than the vertical study. Transmissibility, vibration

control feedthrough, and tracking data are presented in this section, while

models and further implications of the results are given in Section VII

and Appendix B.

A. TRAINIMI

Performance measures obtained on each subject during the training and

formal static trials are plotted in Fig. 19. In this experiment both the

error and stick output varianres were measured, along with the corresponding

coherences or input-correlated power fraction. There are no significant

learning trends apparent in Fig. 19. The improved error performance noted

during the final formal session can be attributed to the improved dynamic

response allowed with the stiff stick control. Subject JS seems to have

the most consistent performance while SR shows the greatest variability.

Finally, there seems to be no systematic performance differences between

pre-vibration and post-vibration data for most of the subjects and controls.

One interesting observation from Fig. 19 is that coherence in the error and

stick sigrals is about equal, which is indicative of similar remnant power

in both signals. Under certain vibration conditions there is a dramatic

change in this situation, however, as will be shown in Section V-C.

Dynamic response parameters for the static training and formal sessions

are compared in Fig. 20 for each subject. There are no strong learning trends.

The increase in crossover frequency between the two formal sessions is due to

the improved dynamic response allowed by the isometric stiff stick. Subject BC

and JS appear to be the most consistent subjects, with SR showing the greatest

variability, as was true with the performance measures. Also, most of the

pre- and post-vibration dynamic parameters are the same, aside from some anoma-

lous phase margin points for Subjects SR and DZ. (The latter had low margins

in one case in which he later admitted trying a high gain technique.) Summa-

rizing, it appears that all subjects were well trained for the lateral control

ta~s.
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B. TRANSMISSIBILITY AND CONTROL FEEDTHROUGH

Lateral shoulder accelerations measured during the formal sessions

are plotted in Fig. 21 for three of the test subjects. (Due to time

limitations the fourth subject's data was not reduced.) Although the main

trends are consistent, there is considerable variation in the detailed

lateral transmissibility among the subjects during the two sessions. This

coincides with experimenter observations as well as subjects' comments that

various leg bracing and tensing techniques were attempted in order to "ride"

the laterally-vibrating seat. These techniques may have varied between

frequency conditions, even though the subjects were asked to maintain a

consistent posture. Therefore, some variation in transmissibility and

feedthrough measurements are expected which won't be accounted for in our

average lateral dynamic response models developed in Appendix B.

Shoulder acceleration averaged over subjects is plotted in Fig. 22 for

the two control sticks. In general, the maximum'shoulder response occurs at

low frequency (1-2 Hz) as opposed to the 5-6 Hz torso resonance typical for

vertical vibration. This result is consistent with limited previous data

(Refs. 6 and LO), as well as with our biomechanical response analysis of

lateral torso motions described in Appendix B. At the higher frequencies

shoulder response is slightly larger with the stiff stick because the

shoulder is being driven by the rigid stick, as was hypothesized in the case

of vertical vibration in Section IV-B.

Vibration feedthrough measured at the control stick output is plotted

in Fig. 23. The stick output is multiplied by appropriate controlled element

gains in order to make the stiff and spring stick results comparable.* There

is considerable inter-subject variability with the stiff stick, while the

spring stick gave more uniform behavior. The feedthrough for each stick aver-

aged across subjects is compared in Fig. 24. The spring stick gives much

greater attenuation of high-frequency feedthrough than the stiff stick. This

effect is due to the difference in feedthrough dynamics between the two sticks

and is discussed in Section VII. The spring stick also allowed much greater

feedthrough at low vibration frequencies although the stick sensitivities Vre

selected subjectively, which makes absolute comparison somewhat arbitrary.

See footnote on page 43 regarding stick output scaling.
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C. PERFORMANCE AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE EFFECTS

1. Performance Parameters

In the lateral study we were able to make the complete set of measure-

ments necessary to partition performance into input-correlated, vibration-

correlated, and total components, as described in Eq. 3 of Section II.

The error performance data are presented in Figs. 25a (which shows each

individual's data) and 25b (which shows the four-subject ensemble averages).*

Although detailed differences among subjects do exist, comparison among

the individual plots for each subject shows that the ensemble average plots

presented in this section are indeed typical of any subject's dominant

trends. Consequently, we will discuss only the features of the ensemble

averages as representing the main effects of vibration and type of control

stick.

Compared with the "static" points shown in Fig. 25b, it is apparent that

low-frequency lateral vibration caused an order-of-magnitude increase in total

error variance with the spring stick, which is consistent with the results

obtained by Shoenberger (Ref. 31). The effects with the stiff stick were

much smaller. The vibration-correlated feedthrough component is not a big

contributor to the total roll control error, although its effect in the

control feedthrough is quite large, as will be shown.

Tracking-input-correlated errors stay relatively constant with the stiff

stick; and, while they increase at low frequencies for the spring stick, they

do not account for the majority of tracking error. At low frequencies the

lion's share of error is remnant and therefore arises from vibration-induced

"noise" effects associated. with the operator.

In Figs. 26a and 26b the various components of control stick output

variance are shown. From the averaged data in Fig. 26b it is apparent that

control variance is dominated by vibration feedthrough power at low vibration

frequencies. Feedthrough attenuates much faster with increasing vibration

Because of the large dynamic range of the components, the data in
Figs. 25 and 26 are presented on log scales. This tends to suppress the
relative dominance of the remnant component.
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frequency in the case of the spring stick. This important result is

consistent with the direct feedthrough measurements shown previously

in Fig. 24, and it is properly accounted for by the lateral feedthrough

model developed in Appendix B and summarized in Section VII. Remnant

comprises only a small fraction of total control power at low vibration

frequencies, in contrast to the error data.

The difference in relative importance of vibration feedthrough at the

error versus control points is due to the attenuation effect of the con-

trolled element, Yc, in the range of the vibration frequencies. As dis-

cussed in Appendix B, the feedthrough appears directly at the control point

due to biomechanical processes; in the error signal, however, the vibration-

induced power is attenuated by the squared magnitude of the controlled

element, which is considerable at the higher vibration frequencies (where

>> i), as shown below:

Kc
Controlled Element: Yc= s(s + 3)

Variance Attenuation Factor: (a) = + I
Kc W2(w2+ 9)

Frequency: Ref

fv =  (0.16) 1.3 3 10 (Hz)

Wh = 1.0 8.1 18.8 62.8 (rad/sec)

Attenuation:

IYc/Kcl2  = 1 X 10-1 2 X 10- 4 8 X 10 - 6  6 X 10 8

In contrast to the vibration feedthrough effects, the operator's remnant

dominates tracking error at low frequencies but is a small fraction of the

control power. This effect has a possible explanation in terms of a low-

frequency "motor noise" process appearing at the operator's output. In terms

of the controlled element attenuation at very low frequencies, as w-o 0,

Ycl -
, so that low-frequency noise at the control stick point will be

c-nsiderably amplified in the error signal. Subject impressions seem to



agree with the above assertion. One subject specifically commented that

he was so unsure of the null position of the spring stick control under

low-frequency vibration that he actually glanced at the control stick

occasionally in order to make up for the lack of proprioceptive feedback

on control position. The remaining subjects indicated increased uncertainty

in spring stick control position due to large control motion induced by

low-frequency vibration. Apparently, this vibration-induced uncertainty

in control position manifests itself as low-frequency motor noise. On

the other hand, because the stiff stick is firmly centered, position

motor remnant is eliminated, which results in much better tracking per-

formance. Further investigation of the source and variation of vibration-

induced remnant is of great importance.

2. Dynamic Response Parameters

The dynamic response results are shown in Figs. 27a and 27b. There is

remarkably little variation over the range of vibration conditions, consider-

ing the large performance effects noted earlier. There were significant

individual differences in dynamic response behavior between the subjects,

however, whose individual data are compared in Fig. 27a. In general, the

variability is greateso with the rather loose spr-. -,ck at the lower

frequencies of vibration.

Considering now the averaged trends shown in Fig. 27b, we find that

during vibration with the stiff stick control a consistent increase in

phase margin (? M) is evident. For the spring stick, phase margin seems

to be highest at the low vibration frequencies, which is consistent with

trying to cope with the increased remnant observed at low vibration frequencies.

These changes are small, however, in comparison to the changes in performance

noted previously. This further substantiates the finding here that lateral

vibration has little effect on the human operator's input-correlated

behavior (i.e., the visual-motor describing function).

3. Analysis of Variance

An Analysis of Variance was performed on the performance and dynamic

response parameters in order to quantitatively assess the reliability and

re'lative magnitude of the various effects. A two-way mixed effects model,
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with subjects considered a random variable, was used (Ref. 49). Separate

analyses were performed for the two control sticks because of the obviously

different trends and levels versus vibration frequency noted in the data

plots previously discussed. The ANOV results (summarized in Table 6) show

that vibration frequency (V) produced large and very significant mean-square

contributions to the total variances in the total error and control measures

(o , o ) but resulted in non-significant effects in most of the other

measures. This means that the dynamic response behavior and the resulting

input-correlated measures, ei and aci , were not as significantly affected

by vibration as the totals. This is consistent with the main lateral

vibration effects occurring in control feedthrough and remnant components

as discussed previously.

Subject differences are significant in all cases except for total spring

stick control power (ar). In most cases differences between subjects repre-

sent the largest source of variation; however, for the spring stick total

error and control power (a2 and a2) vibration represents the largest source

of variance.

Most of the highly significant interactions (S X V) between subject and

vibratio frequency, especially for the stiff stick case, are due to the very

low repeat-trial residuals which accentuate any difference. Remembering that

the data on which the residual variances are based were three consecutive

trials, rather than three separate test replications, the question remains

as to the true session-to-session repeatability of a given subject's dynamic

response and performance measures.

Comparison between the two analyses for the two sticks shows some

interesting results. The stiff stick data had considerably lower residual

variability, almost an order of magnituds lower in the.performance measures

but only about a factor of one-half for the dynamic response parameters.

This again reflects the dominance of the remnant (noise) effects on the

total measures.
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4. Detailed Describing Functions

In Fig. 28 describing functions for each subject, averaged over 3 con-

secutive runs, are shown for static and four vibration frequency conditions.

The stiff stick data seem to be most consistent, which ties in with the

dynamic response parameters previously discussed. Despite large effects on

the total performance and control measures, lateral vibration seems to have

remarkably little effect on the detailed control loop behavior, as measured

by the describing functions. Few consistent effects can be discerned,

except for a tendency for 3 of the subjects to use less gain under vibration

with the stiff stick. The transmissibility results (given previcusly) showed

that high-frequency lateral vibration is not transmitted to the shoulder so

that the increased neuromuscular lags found for vertical vibration would not

be expected here, and the describing functions bear this out.

D. DISCUSSION AND SUMARY OF
LATERAL VIBRATION RESULTS

The major findings of the lateral experiment were the dramatic increase

in tracking error and control activity under low-frequency lateral vibration,

compared with the pre- and post-vibration "static" cases.

" The increase in tracking error was most pronounced
for the light spring gradient control stick and was
primarily due to vibration induced pilot remnant.

* The increased control activity occurred with both
the spring and stiff sticks and resulted primarily
from biomechanical vibration feedthrough effects.

* Changes in dynamic response behavior were minor with
a small but significant, increase in the control loop
stability margin under vibration.

The error performance results obtained here for the rather loose spring

stick are similar to Shoenberger's (Ref. 31), while the stiff stick data show

much smaller effects. This emphasizes the task-specific nature of vibration

effects and thl need for using multi-factor measurements and models to provide

a basic understanding of the various man-machine processes involved. Such an

approach permits comparisons among research studies and extrapolation to new

situatiohs.
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SECTION VI

FORE-AFT VIBRATION EXPERIMENT
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fore-aft (Gx) vibration experiment was conducted with experimental

conditions, procedures, and measurements similar to those used in the lateral

study, as explained in Section III. This allowed efficiencies in planning

and preparation for the experiment, and gave results that can be compared

with those obtained under Gy vibration.

A. TRAININMG

Performance and dynamic response results obtained during training and

formal session static conditions are compared in Figs. 29 and 30, respectively.

As with the previous studies there are no strong learning trends apparent.

The stiff stick has allowed better performance, which is attributed to the

better dynamic response properties allowed by. this control stick rather than

any learning effect, er se.

Two of the subjects (JS, BB) had participated in the prior vertical

vibration experiment and their averaged formal session data at that time is

included via tagged symbols in Figs. 29 and 30. Comparison among the prior

and current tests shows good agreement in general, and implies the achieve-

ment of stable performance levels and good test-retest reliability.

B. TRANSMISSIBILITY

Body motions induced by the fore-aft vibration were quite complex,

including flexing of the spine and head nodding, which resulted in signifi-

cant vertical motions at the shoulder and head. Fore-aft and vertical accel-

eration measurements are given in Fig. 31. Significant body accelerations

(both horizontal and vertical) were measured throughout the vibration fre-

quency range (1.3-10 Hz). Some evidence exists of the vertical resonance

peak near 4-6 Hz, seen in the prior Gz experiment. The vertical torso

and head accelerations are of the same level as fore-aft levels. The

vertical head motion measured with the mouth appliance (see Section III)
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includes a component due to head nodding, and this is close to the motion

experienced by the eyes. The vertical eye motion relative to the display

led to visual blurring at higher motion frequencies, as indicated by subject

comments.

It is apparent from Fig. 31 that there was considerably greater varia-

bility in biomechanical response among subjects in this Gx case than in the

Gz and Gy experiments, which probably led to the significant inter-subject

performance variability noted in the next section. Nevertheless, a given

subject tends to rank high or low at each location measured, especially in

the range beyond 3 Hz. It is difficult to deduce a "typical" or average

transmissibility for fore-aft vibration from the results in Fig. 31. Obser-

vations during the experiment indicated a variety of subtle and complex

postural differences between subjects (even though they wore shoulder and

lap belts tightened according to identical instructions), and this led to

the large differences in biodynamic responses. 'Postural effects appear to

be inaterently difficult to control in fore-aft vibration situations. Because

there is reasrn to expect the same idiosyncratic adjustments and postural

variations in operational situations, generalizing Gx effects may be

intrinsically risky.

Another factor to be considered is anthropometric variability between

subjects that may lead to biodynamic vibrational nodes (nulls) and antinodes

(peaks) at different locations on different people under the same experimental

setup. This might explain some of the wide differences in chest and shoulder

motions at 4.- HZ. (Note that a given subject tends to be high or low in

most cases.)

C. PERFORMANCE AND DYNAMIC RESPONSE

1. Performance

The performance data in Fig. 32a show considerable variation among the

four subjects, reflecting the biodynamic effects noted in the transmissibility

data. The stiff stick error data appear to exhibit the least idiosyncratic

differences, followed by the spring stick error data. The control stick vari-

ances show the greatest variability between subjects.
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The performance data averaged across subjects are plotted in Fig. 32b.

Vibration generally caused an increase in total error, although the spring

stick data are not statistically reliable, due to individual differences,

as the following AnEalysis of Variance results will show. Almost all of

the appreciable control-feedthrough from vibration is filtered out by the

controlled element before it reaches the display, thus resulting in minimal

vibration correlated errors. The spring stick gave a greater proportion

of remnant while the stiff stick allowed a greater fraction of feedthrough.

The nature of fore-aft vibration feedthrough is illustrated by the

averaged control stick variance data in Fig. 32b. A peaking or resonance

of fore-aft feedthrough is apparent, and it occurs at higher frequency

with the stiff stick (4.5 Hz) than for the spring stick. Also the spring

stick gives much greater attenuation of high frequency feedthrough than

the stiff stick, this being consistent with the previously given Gz and

Gy results (Sections IV-B and V-B).

2. Dynamic Response

The dynamic response parameters for each subject, given in Fig. 33a,

show considerable variability in trends across frequency of vibration.

In contrast to other measures, the loose spring stick yields more consistent

crossover frequencies (%, wc). The averaged dynamic response parameters

in Fig. 33b show that the main effects of sinusoidal Gx vibration occur

in the region near 7 Hz Gx . Crossover frequencies declined and phase

margin increased showing a tendency towards conservative closed loop

tracking behavior. Subject BB reported arm sluggishness at the 7 Hz

condition. which corresponds to his same comment in response to 10 Hz

vertical vibration (Section IV-D).

3. Analysis of Variance

An Analysis of Variance was performed on these data to determine the

sources and significance of variability in the experimental measurements.

As in the prior ANOV, data for each control stick were analyzed separately.

Thc AIOV results are given in Table 7. In general, stiff stick errors showed

the highest consistency with vibration, while the high S X V interaction
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reduced the reliability of the spring stick error effects. The ANOV verifies

the significant effects of vibration on the crossover frequencies noted

earlier for the spring stick case.

The residual variances in Table 7 compare with the relevant ones found

in the Gz and Gy studies, proving that the run-to-run data variability has

-iot increased in this experiment. We have already noted that the test-retest

static" data for Subjects BB and JS show good repeatability. However, the

S X V interaction for the spring stick are typically higher than those observed

_n the Gy study. Thus it appears that one of the major differences between

ontrol sticks under Gx vibration is the larger variability among subjects

issociated with the spring stick, whereas in the Gy experiment the spring

3 ick led to larger performance decrements in general.

-. Describing Functions

The dynamic response results are supported by detailed describing

.unction data shown in Fig. 34, where it is apparent that the high-frequency

phase lags of the human operator increase with increasing Gx frequency. This

result is similar to thAt found-in the Gz study, where it was attributed to a

direct vibration effect on neuromuscular response properties (Section IV-D).

Comparison of Gz and Gx shoulder transmissibility results (Figs. 12 and 31)

show that similar levels of high-frequency vibration occur at tue shoulder,

and persist to higher frequencies in the fore-aft case. Thus, the Gx

describing function results are taken as further evidence of a direct

vibration effect on neuromuscular dynamics.

D. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Fore-aft Gx vibration led to considerable vertical motions of the torso

and head, which induced visual blurring and neuromuscular impairments at

higher frequencies. Considerable variability in biomechanical response was

measured between subjects, however, which probably led to the large idio-

syncratic performance differences encountered as a function of vibration

frequency. Vibration-induced body motions are quite complex under fore-aft

motion and seem to lead to greater inherent idiosyncratic behavior among

subjects than under Gz and Gy vibration.
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The stiff stick (neaaly isometric) control led to less idiosyncratic

effects and stick remnant than the spring (low spring gradient) stick.

However, it also promoted higher vibration feedthrough because the rigid

stick acts as an additional body support under vibration. Vibration

generally degraded tracking errors with either control stick, which is

consistent with the findings of Shoenberger (Ref. 31) and Hornick (Ref. 40).

The shape of the tracking errors vs. frequency trend with the spring stick

were not statistically reliable, however.

Finally, high-frequency fore-aft vibration had a consistent effect

on the operator's dynamic response, which is similar to the results obtained

in the Gz study. In both situations, high-frequency phase lags increase

under high-frequency vibration and seem to be related to an adverse effect

of vibration on the neuromuscular system as suggested by Guignard (see

Section IV-D). The neuromuscular impairment and visual blurring found here

deserve more detailed investigation as to their cause and possible

alleviation.
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SECTION VII

VIBRATION FEEDTH!ROUGE MODELS

Development of models for the various biodynamic processes under

investigation aids in their understanding, and validated models are

essential to predict complex vibration effects in new situations.

Models for the visual-motor dynamics of the human operator involved

in continuous compensatory tracking tasks without vibration present

are well developed (e.g., Refs. 18-21). The main objective of the

present modeling work was to identify the biomechanical processes which

alter the existing models and/or parameters, and to provide first-

approximation models for those additional procoesses which allow motion

inputs to feed through to the control response. Results presented in

Sections IV, V, and VI show control feedthrough to be the major bio-

dynamic effect, so we have concentrated on its modeling. The data also

shovJ that remnant induced. by vibration is important, but modeling of

this effect was beyond the scope of the present investigation.

Following the conceptual modc-.- prcsez;4d earlierin Section I!.

the derivation, analysis and simplified approximations of the feed-

through models are given in Appendices A and B. This section provides

a summary of the simplified models, correlation with our experimental

data. and implications for other situations.

A. VERTICAL VIBRATION FEEDMHOUGH MODEL

One objective of the Gz experiment was to determine the feasibility

of modeling the vibration feedthrough process. In this regard, only the

spring stick (low spring gradient) data were analyzed for simplicity,

and the following results are based on this initial effort.

1. Mod~1 Su==y

In the vertical vibration experiment, the operator's task was pitch

attitude control via fore-aft movements of a centerstick using an out-

stretched arm (see Fig. 4). Vibration inputs not only affect the
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op.rator's loop closure parameters and remnant, but also feed directly

through to cause control motions via induced motions of the seat, torso,

limb and grip. (Refer to Figs. 1 and 3 for overall concptual models

of ,nese elements.) Examination of the Gz data led to an exceptionally

simple biomechanical model for the whole chain of elements, as developed

in Appendix A. A version of this model is shown in Fig. 35, for which

the following assumpticns are justified in Appendix A:

0 At vibration frequencies (1-10 Hz) the extended arm can
be treated as a quasi-rigid link whose length is changed
at low frequencies for tracking purposes, but is con-
stant at vibration frequencies. It forms a bar having
an average angle, 0, from the vertical.

S The shoulder and wrist act as pin-joints having negli-
gible impedance.

* The upper body (limb root) acts as a vertically moving
effective mass having, in general, a transmissibility
defined as YTz(jw). This can be approximated for lower
vibration frequencies (1-6 Hz) by a single mass, spring,
damper system, as shown.

- Upper Body Effective Mass

Zb / Quasi-Rigid Arm

-7 .P in Joints

Shoulder ( mb / Stic
Transmissibility ! Kb IJBb c Note,

yTZ(jw) _=S( - & .- 5  Inert/l, compliance, and

zp(j) , . damng forces of stick
I I, assumed to be zero:

Zp M "," ndK.O

t a~p Platform

Figure 35. Simplified Biodynamic Model
for Vertical Vibration Feedthrough to Pitch Control



0 For the weakly restrained spring stick, the stick com-
pliances are negligible compared with the torso-limb
driving forces, msking MS, Bs and k. 0.

Under these assumptions, the stick merely acts as a linked transducer,

and its motinns reflect predominantly the upper body transmissibility,

YTZ Qw). Variations in the stick grip location and operator's arm

length can affect the angle, 0, and thus lead to more or less attenua-

tion of the shoulder motions. Converting the dimensionless transmis-

sibility, YTz(jw), to a feedthrough component, Yvz(jw) = cv/azp (in

control units per acceleration unit), gives the folloving equation,

derived in Appendix A:

Yv CI -YTz(j cc)
- (jb) cot 9 (11)z(J° az p (j( ))2

7 zb  (j.)

where YTz(3W) b-Zp

At this point we have retained the (jw) argument to remind the

reader that YTz (ja.) and Yv (j) represent measured describing functions

which include the combined effects of the many small biodynamic non-

linearities, and are, in general, frequency and input-dependent (Ref. 6)).
in presenting simple mechanistic analytical models for these describing

functions, we will drop the awkward (jw) for the simpler (s), remembering

that describing functions are still involved.

The limb-root transmissibility, YT, can be complicated, but our data

seem to fit a single-degree-of-freedom model (such as that due to

Coermann, Ref. 29) for an effective upper body mass-spring-damper system,

as shown in Fig. 35 and developed in Appendix A. Thus the vertical

shoulder-transmissibility can be written as:

zb (Bbs +Kb) (12)
Mbs 2 + Bbs + Kb



Combining the manipulating Eqs. 11 and 12 yields a remarkably simple

second-order equation for the feedthrough dynamics:

Yv(s) - (s) cot (13)
azp s 2 + (Bb/Mb)s + (Kb/Mb)

With this model for the injected vertical vibration feedthrough

component, cv, we can analyze the consequences of feedthrough on the

complete closed-loop control signal, c. From the control system block

diagram given in Fig. 2 (Section II) the transfer function between stick

output and vertical vibration inputs is as follows:

Yvz(S)
c (s){ ) I p .Yc( )(4
az system 1 + Yp(s c(s)

Using the chort-period dynamics employed in the experiment for Yc,

and assuming pilot dynamics (Yp) comprising a gain, Pads time delay

approximation, and appropriate lead equalization, yields the theoretical

closed-loop vibration feedthrough response shown in Fig. 36. (Details

are in Appendix A.) The low frequency amplitude peak (near 0.3-0.4 Hz)

in Fig. 36 is the resonant peak of the closed-loop pilot vehicle system.

This frequency region is below the range usially attributed to mechani-

cal vibrations. The high frequency (f = 4-6 Hz) peak is due to the

biomechanical transmissibility, Yz,. . This peak is a decade above the

closed-loop pilot-vehicle response peak and is realtively independent

of the closed-loop response, as can be shown from Eq. 14, noting that

YQYc << 1 for frequencies beyond 20 iad/sec (1 .5 Hz). Th us Eq. 14 can

be approximated by the relationship:

S(=) - Yvz(S) ; lsl > 10 rad/sec (13)
azp

This equation effectively describes the vibration feedthrough component.

that would be transmitted to the flight control system of an aircraft.
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The direct effect of vibration feedthrough on tracking error is of

much less importance than its effect on the control system because feed-

through is fairly heavily filtered by the time it reaches the pilot's

display. This can be seen by deriving the transfer function between

vibration inputs and the pilot's display:

Yc(s) • Yvz(s)
(s) = (16)

az p 1 + Yp(s) Yc(S)

Since YpYc is generally much less than unity in the vibration frequency

range, Eq. 16 can be simplified to

a s " cs Yvz(s) (17)
azp

Thus the feedthrough term is filtered by the controlled element or

vehicle dynamics, Yc" A plot of Eq. 16 is shown in Fig. 36b. It is

clear that above 3 rad/sec (0.5 Hz) the displayed feedthrough component

is highly attenuated and probably not even apparent to the operator.

An exceptic. to this can occur with a very elastic aircraft or

booster rocket where the pilot sits at front, often near an antinode

of the main fuselage-bending modes. In this case control motions at

fuselage-bending frequencies can excite significant angles and large

accelerations at the pilot's station, and this is manifested by resonant

peaks in the normally attenuated Yc(jm) (e.g., Ref. 50). In such cases

the simplification to Eq. 17 may not be justified, because significant

tracking errors can result from control feedthrough, and the pilot-vehicle

analysis demands visual-motor models valid at bending frequencies

2. Model and Data Comparison

The vibration training runs reported in Section IV used vibrations of

0.4g (zero-to-peak) at frequencies from 2 to 10 Hz. Stick position as

well as head, shoulder and elbow accelerations were recorded. Figure 37a

shows representative traces of c and azs (at the shoulder) at 4 Hz for
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the spring-stick case. Others are shown and discussed in Appendix A,

and the following points are noted therefrom.

S Shoulder and elbow vertical motions are closely in
phase, justifying the quasi-rigid link assumption.
This occurs at most frequencies up to 7-8 Hz (e.g.,
refer to Fig. 12).

* Stick feedthrough motion actually leads the shoulder
acceleration somewhat because the stick motion
depends on the difference between platform and
shoulder motions.

• Although it tends to be masked somewhat by addi-
tional tracking control compoLients, the feedthrough
frequency is apparent in the control stick trace of
Fig. 37a. Consequntly, measurements via the Ocv
scheme of Fig. 7 should be reliable.

Figure 37b compares the measured feedthrough dynamics c/azp with that

predicted by the quasi-rigid linkage model (Eq. 11) using the subject's

measuzred transmissibility dynamics. Also shown is the predicted feed-

through dynamics using the single degree of freedom upper body model of

Eq. 12. The measured and predicted feedthrough dynamics agree quite

well for Subject BB, who tracked with an extended-arm configuration.

(The phase shifts at 3 Hz and below were hard to measure from the strip

chart records and are not very reliable.) The feedthrough predictions

for Subject JS are not in as good agreement with the measurements as

for Subject BB, however, and the rigid link model may be a poorer approxi-

mation for this case. There was not enough time for more thorough analyes

for other subjects.

Given the preliminary nature of the measurements and models, the

simple vertical-vibration-to-centerstick feedthrough model developed here

is surprisingly good in the following respects:

• It is quite simple, and is based on transmissibility
dynamics which have been measured extensively by
several investigators and are well understood.

• It exhibits the resonant second-order nature of the
feedthrough dynamics in the 4-6 Hz region.
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* hIbe control feedthrough resonant peak and sharp phase
shift is closely matched, and the attenuation of the
f'eedthrough at the error point is clearly explained.

0 The magnitude of the feedthrough effect is roughly
correct, with one subject's data matching within 2dB or
30 percent.

As noted above, there was not time for more detailed investigation

of other subjects' data, nor of the stiff-stick case. In the latter

case as waz noted earlier in the transissbility data of Section IV,

the rigd sick actually forces the m (if the angle e is acute enough)

and thereby the upper body at the higher frequencies. A straightforward

exte .. on of th* current mcodel to include nonzero stick mass, damping and

&_,pljanrce effects wouLd account for these observed effcts. The good

csults Eobtained with the simple models indicates that further modeling

efforts for the vertical case would be fruitful.

3. implications of the Vertical Feedthrough Model

With a tentatively substantiated feedthrough model, some imp-lications

for situations not yet tested can be explored. For instance, using

E- . 11 one can assess the effect of changes in shoulder transmissibi ' ity

due to passive or active seat dampers, seat belt restraints, etc. If

one were able to achieve u transmissibility (shoulder motions equal

to floor motion) then the control feedthrough would be zero because the

shoulder, Mm, and stick would move in unison. Active vibration isola-

tion seat: have been considered by other investigators (Ref. 27), and

control task performance has been found tc be unaffected or even degraded

under certain conditions although isolation leads to greater comfort

%'Refs. 56, 57). With a floor mounted center stic":, our control feed-

through model reveals that unity transmissibility may be a more desirable

design goal than the zero transmissibility goal of most isolation seats.

Such a "vibration compensated" seat could be self-adjusted to any opera-

tor' resonant characteristics and would be wuch easier to design and

.tall than a pure isolation seat. The present analysis shows that

measures taken to isolate the pilot from cockpit vibrations will aggra-
:ate the control feedthrough effect (and in a similar vein aggravate



relative eye-display motion), giving undesirable inputs to the flight

control system and/or unduly exciting the body-bending modes of a large

aircraft. The simple models summarized here should be adequate as a

first-cut improvement in the complex systems models needed to explore these

potential problems and their solutions.

B. LATERAL VIBRATION FEEDTHIROUGH MODEL

Meazurements in the lateral experiment indicated a definite difference

in the type of feedthrough characteristics between the spring and stiff

stick. Because of the success of the limited Gz model development, it

was decided to pursue a much more intensive and comprehensive effort in

modeling Gy effects that would explain these differences.

1. Model Summary

It appeared necessary at first to include the complex effects of

lateral motion transmissibility to the upper torso, closed-loop neuro-

muscular actuation dynamics, and coapled limb/manipulator characteristics.

Nevertheless, because the torso is only weakly coupled to stick side

motions via the outstretched arm, a remarkably simple mechanical represen-

tation of the lateral feedthrough model was developed in Appendix B, and

is shown in Fig. 38. The stick, arm and torso have been unfolded, so to

speak, so that they all lie in the same plane. Shoulder-to-platform

transmissibility is described by the general function YTy(io)- The anm

and stick are characterized by both a mass and moment-of-inertia since

they both translate and rotate, and are both restrained by spring/damper

characteristics (effective closed-loop neuromuscular characteristics in

the case of the arm). References 51 and 52 give background on the neuro-

muscular basis for the present model. Finally, the arm is coupled to the

control stick through the interface dynamics, mainly due to compliance

and damping in the wrist and fingers.
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2. Model and Data Comparison

The feedthrough dynamics Yvy(jw) for the above model are too complex

to review here, but are presented in detail in Appendix B. Here we will

merely take the computed lateral feedthrough dynamics (Yvy) and consider

the implications on the closed-loop manual control system:

c (s) Yvy(s)
1ayp + Yp(s) "Yc(s)

In Fig. 39 the computed closed-loop feedthrough dynamics between lateral

stIck output and vibration input is shown for both the spring and stiff

sticks, using reasonable parameter estimates discussed in Appendix B. A

crossover model approximation to the open-loop dynamics (YpYc) was used

with a Pads approximation for the time delay:
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c(-res + )
YpYc =  ( s )2  (19)

S +

where 3.2 rad/sec (stiff stick)
c =2.5 rad/sec (spring stick)

0.33 sec (stiff stick)S--0.h2 sec (spring stick)

The above (z and T values are close to the average values for Subject BC

and are typical among a2l subjects.

Excperimental measurements of the closed-loop feedthrough (obtained

with the cross-correlation technique described in Section III) are com-

pared 7ith the theoretical curve in Fig. 59 for two subjects. The agree-

ment is quite good considering the numerous factors involved.

3. Model ImJlications

Comparison of Fig. 39 with Fig. 36 shows that lateral motion inputs

produce significant control feedthrough at much lower frequencies than

in the vertical case. In fact, for motion frequencies somewhat lower

than employed here, the effects would be magnified by the closed-loop

resonance of the visual-motor tracking control loop. The difference in

feedthrough characteristics between the spring and stiff sticks is

apparent in Fig. 39. The stiff stick has a first-order roll-off charac-

teristic at 5 Hz which is primarily due to the grip-interface character-

istics, while the spring stick has a second-order roll-off at 2.5 Hz

primarily due to the coupled arm/control stick dynamics. Thus the model

reveals that the stiff stick will pass a greater amount of high frequency

vibration feedthrough than the spring stick, in accord with the experi-

mental finding.

The low frequency vibration feedthrough can be considerably aggravated

at the error point as shown in Fig. 40. Here the closed-loop feedthrough

transfer function shows that vibration inputs are rapidly attenuated at

frequencies beyond the closed-loop resonance of the tracking loop.
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However, if the tracking loop resonant peak is approached at low vibra-

tion frequencies (around 0.5 Hz), the feedthrough may be greatly amplified.

Judging from the feedthrough measurements obtained in this study in the

error signal at 1.3 Hz, feedthrough at lower frequencies would be annoying

enough to cause the operator to lower his gain in order to minimize feed-

through amplification. The high errors due to vibration at very low

frequency are caused mainly by the direct quasi-static "bobweight" effect,

whereby the combined arm-stick mass moves the stick against its spring

gradient. An approximate formula for this is given in Appendix B (see

Ea. B-26 et seq.).

The lateral model developed here is capable of handling a number

of interesting effects such as: different stick/limb properties, gripping

techniques, arm bracing, counterbalanced stick designs, torso restraints,

and so on. Further investigation of these effects now seems warranted,

both analytically and experimentally.

C. FORE-AFT VIBRATION FEEDTHROUGH MODEL

Development of a fore-aft vibration feedthrough model was beyond

the scope of this investigation. Nevertheless, Yvx (feedthrough des-

cribing fanction) measurements were obtained, and due to similarities

with the lateral vibration case, these measurements can be interpreted

in a biomechanical model context.

1. Feedthrough Measurements

The feedthrough describing function measurements are given in

Figure 4l. Comparison with the lateral feedthrough measurements of

Figure 39 reveals similar trends between the two sticks; the stiff stick

feedthrough dynamics are relatively wideband while feedthrough with the

spring stick shows a rapid attenuation out beyond 5 Hz.

In Appendix B exiressions are developed for "hands off" stick-alone

feedthrough response. The fore-aft stick characteristics were

identical and the magnitude is plotted in Fig. 41. For the stiff stick

it can be seen that the measured feedthrough amplitude ratio is a factor

of 20 dB (or ten times) greater than the "stick-alone" value which implies
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that the subjects use the stiff stick as an additional body restraint

under vibration. In Appendix B the increase in feedthrough under lateral

vibration due to the subject holding the stick was found to be on the

order of 11 dB or 3.5 times (Fig. B-10). This implies that about three

times as much feedthrough is generated under fore-aft vibration as com-

pared with lateral motion. This result is also consistent with the arm

strength capabilities of the human operator. If the operator is

restraining body motions by using the stick as a support, then the

restraining forces must pass through the shoulder. Measurements of

maximum force capability (Ref. 55) have shown that the push-pull strength

of the arm is two to three times greater than strength in the sideward

direction, which is consistent with the present results.

Tn contrast to the above, the feedthrough data for the spring stick

shown in Fig. 41 are remarkably close to the stick-alone response. If

we assume the torso-limb-stick system to be a roughly three-bar linkage,

then these data suggest that torso (shoulder) response is similar to

the stick-alone response. There are important differences, however, as

the high frequency feedthrough attenuates at 40 dB per decade versus only

20 dB per decade for the stick alone. Also the feedthrough phase lag

levels off at -90 deg at low frequencies, while the stick response would

return to zero. Thus a fairly complex model will probably be required

to account for Gx feedthrough effects.

One interesting final observation should be made regarding the Gx

feedthrough data. While the Gx transmissibility data given in Fig. 31

are quite variable between subjects, the feedthrough data of Fig. 41

show a good deal of consistency in the major trends and should lead to a

fairly general model for Gx feedthrough effects. It should be noted,

however, that the transmissibility data are plotted in linear units

while the feedthrough results are presented in log magnitude (dB) and

phase angle with a log frequency axis. It appears that this latter

format is most appropriate for biomechanical data, and in addition gives

better insight into most dynamic properties than a linear format.
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2. Conceptual Model

Based on the measured fore-aft transmissibility data and comparison

with the lateral vibration model and data, a first-cut conceptual Gx

feedthrough model is proposed, as illustrated in Fig. 42. The trans-

missibility portion of the model is similar to the Gy case (Appendix B);

the hip translates with respect to the platform, with attendant shearing

compliance (Ka) and darnping (Ba). The torso rotates in pitch with

respect to the hip with rotational compliance (KT) and damping (BT).

MH (Head,~
o KH BH \Mode, |Nodin

0

T o KM

KaHi 0 K T , B T

Figure 42. Conceptual Fore-Aft Vibration Feedthrough Model

A head nodding mode has been added to the model which will have some

effect on shoulder transmissibility. The complete transmissibility

model must produce significant vertical accelerations, as measured in

the Gx study (Figure 31), and &iditional complexity may be required to

include this effect.

The shoulder-stick coupling in Fig. 41 includes compliance and

dwnping. This component accounts for movement of the shoulder and elbow

joints which are restrained by equivale."' muscle compliance and damping.
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The control stick model is the swne as that described in Appendix B.

It should be notol that the turso and stick elements undergo both trans-

lation and rotation. The techniques for describing this motion are

developed in Appendix B.

Because of the similarity of the G:.: to elements of the G.Y and G,

cases, and because of the excellent data obtained for the feedthrough

describing function, we recommend further analytical development of the

fore-aft feedthrough model with experiments to validate its use.
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SECTION VII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS

A. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

While some aspects of the exploratory research presented here (e.g.,

number of subjects and coverage of all frequencies and amplitudes) nay not

be as comprehensive as desired, the approach was quite successful in meeting

the prime objectives, and the results should serve as an adequate foundation

for further biodynamic research. Summaries have already been given for each

of the experimental sections (IV-VI) and the modeling effort (Section VII),

and will not be repeated in detail. Among the more general conclusions

which can be drawn from these findings are the following, separated into

effects on visual-motor behavior, feedthrough to controls, and performance

(recall that Gz is vertical, Gy is lateral, and Gx is fore-aft vibration).

1. Visual-Motor Behavior

* The predominant effects of sinusoidal vibration on
visual-motor behavior were found to be mainly invol-
untary in nature, including increases in neuromus-
cular lags and operator-induced remnant (noise).
The neuromuscular effects occur when high-frequency
vibration (near 10 Hz) reaches the shoulder as
occurred under Gx and Gz vibration. Remnant increases
oa curred under both high-frequency Gx and Gz (>8 Hz)
aqd Iow-frequency Gy (< 5 Hz) vibrations.

* The increased remnant from high-frequency Gx and Gz
vibration may be due to subject-reported visual blur-
ring or to neuromuscular interference near tremor
frequencies as discussed in the text.

• Based on the nature of the data and subjective
reports, the remnant induced by low-frequency Gy
vibration, in combination with the low spring
gradient control stick, may arise from the masking
of kinesthetic feedback of control position caused
by the large torso and control motions which occur
under this vibration condition.
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* There is some indication of voluntary or "adaptive"
changes in the human operator's visual-motor response
under vibration, including slightly decreased tracking
gain and increased phase margins. These effects are
in the direction of more conservative closed-loop
behavior, as might be expected in the face of the
stressful nature of vibration.

2. Vibration Transmissibility and Control Feedthrough

0 Vibration-induced control feedthrough was a significant
component in control stick activity under most conditions.
For Gz,whole-body resonance (! 5 Hz) leads to the most
significant feedthrough. At low frequencies (<h.5 Hz),
G vibration causes inertial forces on the stick (i.e.,
tle "bobweight" effect of the limb-stick ensemble) which
leads to the majority of lateral feedthrough. For Gx vibration
a combination of low- and mid-frequency (<7 Hz) vibration
effects, including a complex coupling of fore-aft vibration
into vertical torso motions, caused the majority of feedthrough.

* Biodynamic transmissibility resul~ts obtained here are con-
sistent with the findings of previous investigators and
tie in well with related feedthrough and performance
effects measured in this study: e.g., Gz resonance in the
region of 5 Hz which leads directly to vibration feed-
through at the control stick, and arm motions occuring
under Gz and Gx high-frequency vibration which lead to

increased neuromuscular phase lags.

• Stick spring gradient plays a dominant role in control

feedthrough, with a lightly-sprung control resulting in
considerable high-frequency attenuation, while a stiff
stick gave relatively wide band feedthrough.

• The simple quasi-linear dynamic models developed here are
consistent with transmissibility and feedthrough measure-
ments, and give insight as to what factors (e.g., body
motions, stick characteristics, etc.) contribute to the
feedthrough phenomenon. The models include coupled sets
of spring-mass-dampers representing the body, limb, and
control stick subsystems, and are capable of representing
most of the major effects measured in the present experi-
ments. The models are formulated in terms of physical prop-

erties (mass, compliance, damping), so that changes in these
factors can be accounted for in new situations (e.g., the
effect of vibration isolation seats on control feedthrough).
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3.Performance

0 Considlerable insight into the performance effects of
vibration was gained by partitioning the error and
control variances into factors correlated with the
tracking input, vibration input, and a remaining uncor-
related portion (remnant). The performance measures
themselves have shown the relative importance of
various effects, while the related measurements of
visual-motor behavior and vibration feedthrough pro-
cesses have indicated the source of the effect in
most cases.

* The most consistent overall vibration effect on tracking
errcrs was an increase in human operator remnant. The
most consistent effect on control activity was the addi-
tion of vibration-induced feedthrough. The feedthrough
was generally filtered out by the controlled element
dynamics, however, and did not have an appreciable effect
on tracking errors, although in the Gy case extrapolation
from the present resr-lts suggests that low-frequency
motions (<i Hz) represent a potent$aJ. problem.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

While the results presented here give new insight into vibration effects

on manual control performance, the experimental setup was somewhat of an

abstracted laboratory situation, and. future research should be directed

towards more operational conditions. Some suggestions follow for future

research that could build on the present results:

1. Vibration Environment

The present results should be extended to the
random vibration regime, including narrow and wide-
band spectra (typical of fuselage bending and buf-
feting, respectively). The feedthrough models
should be verified and extended with random des-
cribing function measurements. Two-axis vibration
cases should also be considered, such as the cyclic
x-y motions common to rotor craft. Finally, the
problem of closed-loop-pilot/vehicle-induced bending
vibrations in large flexible aircraft should be
carefully simulated in order to determine how
pilots behave under such conditions and to explore,
both analytically and experimentally, various means
for minimizing such problems.
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2. Control Sticks

The results obtained here under lateral vibration
demonstrate the profound effect control stick
characteristics can have on manual control perform-
ance under vibration. Research should now be
conducted with operational control confi.urabions
(such as centersticks, with appropriate detents
and spring gradients and wheel columns). In view
of the current interest in fly-by-wire systems,
side-mounted controllers should be investigated,
with attention devoted to the proper support of
the foreann and elbow for vibration resistance.

3. Tasks

The single axis tracking tasks used in this research
provided only a small workload to the subjects. This
was adequate for the fundamental phenomena studied
here, but they may be inadequate to reveal some of
the subtler general stress effects of vibration (e.g.,
aversion, arousal, fatigue). Two axis tasks shou.d
be employed in the future, with some operational
relevance, such as pitch/roll tracking. The task
induced workload should be set at relatively high
levels in order to make operator behavior more
sensitive to vibration stress.

4. Modeling and Analysis

The modeling effort for the present research, while
greatly simplified and somewhat preliminary, has
yielded considerable insight into the basic vibration
control feedthrough phenomenon. Further analysis and
elaboration of the situations studied here should
be pursued, and new situations should be analyzed
(e.g., side sticks with various types of forearm
supports).

Particularly important is a study of the detailed
nature of the large error remnant observed under
all vibration conditions. Because of the diffuse
nature of possible remnant sources (such as: per-
ceptual and motor thresholds, time delay variations,
gain fluctuations, etc.), an ensemble of tasks,
conditions, and analyses must be employed to isolate
the various causes (e.g., see Ref. 24).
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF A VERTICAL VIBRATION FEEDTHOUGH
MODEL AND DATA COMPARISON

A. PhYSICAL SETUP

A preliminary model for the feedthrough dynamics for vertical sine

wave acceleration was derived from an analysis of transmissibility and

control feedthrough data. The data were taken over a frequency range or

2-10 Hz while the subject was nulling the CRT display (no io'i:.g fuiiiion)

with approximate short-period dynamics as tne controlled element*:

Yc 2 K(s + 1/T9) 2) (A-i)
s(s2 + 2 spospS + Wsp )

where Kc = 2.56 cm display/cm stick N

I/To = 1.42 rad/sec

sp = 0.56

Wsp = 1.71 rad/sec

A more complete description of the tracking task is given in Section III.

Figure A-i shows the setup and anthropometric data for the three subjects

used in the vertical vibration experiment. This first-cut modeling effort

concentrated on the spring restrained stick for simplicity since the low spring

rate resulted in low stick forces and thus uould not load down or affect the

basic body motion which takes place between seat and shoulder. Further, we

assumed massless arm linkage elements connecting the shoulder to the stick;

thus only arm linkage kinematics need be considered.

B. MODEL DERIVATION

Vertical body motion dynamics have been measured and modeled (Refs. A-I -

A-7), and in Ref. A-I a nultimode mass-spring damper model is used to explain

*The complex variable, s, has units of rad/sec. Transmissibility data have

traditionally been plotted with a. frequency axis in Hz (cycles/sec) vhere
w(rad/sec) = 2tf (Hz), and some figures here follow this precedent.
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Figure A-i . Pilot Study Setup and Anthropometric Data
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a variety of reasonance effects amongst whole body and internal organ

motions. For our purposes we shall use the simple spring-mass-damper

model shown in Fig. A-2 for the motion of the shoulder relative to the

platform. The massless links then connect shoulder motion to the top of

the stick.

Shoulder 
Zs

Mb -- Equivalent Limb as Quasi
e3\x IT Rigid Link

Effective I 1\-o *. c

Body m-L2  
Lcec (aN

Model L2

Kb "  B p- Control Stick

. , Ic

Platform

Assumption: No horizontal shoulder motion

Note: For convcnience z axis assumed positive upwards.

Figure A-2. Simplified Body Motion Model and
Arm Linkage to Center Stick

The transmissibility between the platform and shoulder is:

azs zs  Bbs +1K (A-2)

azp Zp Mbs2 + Bbs + Kb

where the spring and damper include some effects from the seat cushion. The

same model form was considered in Ref. A-2 where data was obtained with no seat

cushion. Complex impedance was measured which is the ratio of the transmitted

force to the velocity at that point where the force is applied. Figure A-3

(from Ref. A-2) shows a comparison of the Fig. A-2 model form with data for the

Sitting Erect situation. The fit is very good up to the resonant peak and

give2 a good approximation to the data out to 17 Hz.
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For Sitting Erect Data
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Figure A-5. Modulus and Phase of the Impedance (from Coerman, Ref. A-2)
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It can be shown that this impedance function is simply related to the

transmissibility as in Eqs. A-3 and A-4.

Impedance = Mbs b (A-3)a S2 + Bbs + Kb

Bbs[s + /b] (A-)
Ks2 + 2 bpbs + u 2 ]

where

1b = Kb/Bb = 2(11) 69.1
b = 1/2 Bb(KbMb) - I / 2 = 0.285

o. b -- (Kb/Mb) I / 2 = 2Tc(6.3) = 39.6

In Fig. A-2 the shoulder motion that results from vertical platform

vibration drives the linkage, L , L2, which connects to the top of the

center stick.

For low frequency vibration the model mass, Mb, moves essentially in

phase with the platform and there is very little vibration input into the

stick. For frequencies at and above resonance the mass lags the platform,

causing the shoulder to top of stick distance to change, resulting in

vibration feedthrough into the stick and thence into the tracking loop.

Not shown in Fig. A-2 are the muscles which torque links L, and L2 about

the shoulder and elbow. For simplicity we shall analyze the data as if the

muscles were tense enough so that the shoulder-to-top-of-stick distance

(LT in Fig. A-2) were constant - thus when the shoulder lags an upward

moving platform the stick is pushed forward. This quasi-rigid link assump-

tion simplifies the problem considerably. However we shall formulate the

link kinematics for the general case so as to evaluate the rigid link

as sumpt ion.

The equation for the instantaneous velocity at the top of the stick is

as follows (every term in Eq. A-5 is a vector):

Zp +,(c x Lc = Zs +  ,1 x L1 + 0)2 x L2  (A-5)
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where

wc = angular velocity of stick (positive into the paper)

, 2 are the angular velocities of links I and 2 (both
assumed positive in the counterclockwise direction)

Separately evaluating the horizontal and vertical components yields

the scalar equations:

[L1 cos 1eli," l + [L2 sin (e2 - 01 -- 2  (A-6)

Zp =Zs+ [L1 sin e1 ] & +[L 2 cos(e 2 -e-l -)103 2  (A-7)
. 2t

where (e2 - 01 -- ) is the angle of L2 from the horizontal. For small

perturbations about an operating point all the terms in square brackets

in Eqs. A-6 and A-7 are constants. Therefore differentiating both sides

of Eqs. A-6 and A-T and eliminating terms involving Ju yields:

[tan (e 0 - -)(az - a ) + IL1  sin 02
2  1  

z p  zs sin(e2  1 01)

Stick motion depends on the difference between platform and shoulder

(azp - azs) as well as upper arm angular motion (wI).

For the rigid link assumption L1 , L2 , and LT rotate together (i.c.,

W2- ); thus Eqs. A-6 and A-7 could be rewritten in terms of LT and its

angle as:

c = [L T cos (01 + e3)] i (A-9)'

Zp =Zs+ [IT sin (01 +0 5 )] 1  (A-10)

Differentiating both sides of Eqs. A-9 and A-10 and eliminating " yields

= [ctn (e1 + 03)](azp - azs) (A-11)
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which depends only on the differential body motion between platform and

shoulder. Finally, a more convenient form of Eq. A-I1 is to solve for the

stick-deflection-to-platform acceleration transfer function:

c (az,/a 2 )= tn (0I + e7) ]P(A-12)

Thus the rigid link assumption has led to Eq. A-12 which describes the

vertical feedthrough dynamics, Yvz, of Fig. 2 in Section II. This model

shows that the pitch control feedthrough due to vertical vibration is

determined by the vertical platform-to-shoulder transmissibility and is

scaled by the cotangent of (9I + 03). These angles are given in Fig. A-i

for each of the subjects.

The rigid link assumption can be evaluated by inserting data measure-

ments of (azs/azp) into Eq. A-12 and comparing with direct (c/azp) measurements.

A similar check is to curve fit spring-mass, damper values to fit (azs/azp),

and insert them into the "model" equation:

c ctn ( 1 + 65)
azp .2 + (Bb/Mb)S + (Kb/Mb)

C. DATA INTERPRETATION WITH RIGID LINK MODEL

The frequency measurements obtained in the vertical study used sine

,ave platform vibrations of 0.4 g zero-to-peak from 2 to 10 Hz. Stick

position as well as head, shoulder and elbow accelerations were recorded.

Figures A-4 and A-5 are representative traces at 4 Hz for subject BB, from

which (azs/azp) and c/azp) data were evaluated.

Points worth noting from Figs. A-4 and A-5 are:

Shoulder and elbow vertical motions are closely in
phase, justifying the quasi-rigid link assumption.
This occurs at most frequencies up to 7-8 Hz.
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* Stick feedthrough motion actually leads the shoulder
acceleration somewhat, because the. stick motion
depends on the difference between platform and
shoulder motions.

* Although the feedthrough frequency is apparent in the
control stick trace, it tends to be masked somewhat
by additional tracking control components.

Figure A-6 shows the vertical transmissibility data for the two most

extreme subjects; BB whose hand and arm was extended, and JS who had the

most rearward elbow position (Fig. A-1). Also shown in Fig. A-6 is a curve

fit to the data using the platform to shoulder model form in Fig. A-2 and

Eq. A-2. BB's data is very closely fit by the model, whilt J8's data is

closely fit up to the resonant peak then falls under, just above the peak,

and finally returns to the curve at 10 Hz. JS's data relative to the model

curve is quite similar to that in Fig. A-3 for the Sitting Erect case measure-

ments versus the spring-mass-damper model. ,However there is evidence from

his time traces and via observations that he occasionally changed position

between runs (i.e., between frequencies).

BB's data has a flat spot near 8-i0 Hz which resembles that in Fig. A-7

for Shoulder/Seat. The implication is that this effect reflects a head-on-

shcilder mode - however this is a second order effect and the simple model

fits the basic data trend in both amplitude and phase very well.

Figure A-7 compares the measured feedthrough dynamics (Yvz) with that

predicted by the quasi-rigid linkage model (Eq. A-12) using the subject's

measured transmissibility dynamics. Also shown is the predicted feedthrough

dynamics using the transmissibility model fit from Fig. A-6 in Eq. A-14. The

measured and predicted feedthrough dynamics agree quite well for subject BB.

The predicted amplitude ratio is about 2.5 dB or 30% high in the region of

the resonant peak and the phase data agree closely beyond 4 Hz. The phase

shifts at 3 Hz and below were hard to measure from the strip chart records

and are not very reliable. The feedthrough predictions for subject JS are

not in as good agreement with the measurements as for subject BB, with

differences on the order of 6 dB (a factor of 2) in the region of the

resonant peak. JS had greater elbow flexon than BB, however, and the rigid

link model may be a poorer approximation for this case.
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Given the crude testing and measurement methods, however, the simp.e

feedthrough model developed here is surprisingly good in the following

respects:

* It predicts the resonant second order nature of
the feedthrough dynamics.

* The feedthrough resonant peak is closely matched.

* The order of magnitude of the feedthrough effect
is correct, with one subject's data matching
within 30%.

In addition the model is quite simple and is based on transmissibility

dynamics which have been measured extensively by several investigators

and are well understood.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF LATERAL VIBRATION TRANS4ISSIBILITY
AND FEEDTHROUGH MODELS AND DATA COMPARISON

Body, limb, and control response due to lateral vibration is much more

complicated than the vertical situation analyzed in Appendix A, because

various components of the human/control stick system undergo rotational as

well as translational motion. In this appendix we will develop equations

of motion for the various components which combine to give control response

due to vibration feedthrough (i.e., seat to shoulder transmissibility,

limb/muscle dynamics, hand to stick interface dynamics and control stick

dynamics). These components are combined into a matrix which allows com-

puting transfer functions between vibration input (platform or seat acce-

leration) and various output responses such as shoulder motion (i.e., trans-

missibility, YTy) and control response (i.e., lateral vibration control

feedthrough, Yvy). Model response is compared with experimental data, and

simplified models are presented to given insight into the lateral vibration

feedthrcugh phenomenon. The experimental setup and techniques for obtain-

ing validation data were similar to those described in Appendix A and

Section III and are not repeated here.

A. GEfERAL CONTROL STRUCTURE AND
BIOMLHA71CAL CONSIDATONS

A general manual control system structure for a single loop compensatory

control task is shown in Fig. B-I . Here the operator commands his neuro-

muscular system (NMS) based on the state of the error signal. The N4S then

moves the limb which in turn actuates the control stick. The neuromuscular,

limb, and control stick dynamics are coupled and thus are not shown as

separate blocks. Inputs from a, motion environment enter the loop by acting

directly on the control stick, and by causing limb motions due to shoulder

motions transmitted through the operator's torso.

The biomechanical process causing motion induced control responses for

lateral vibration are more clearly illustrated in Fig. B-2. Here major

mecha'.ical elements end assumptions for our lateral motion feedthrough
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II
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Figure B-2. Equivalent Mechaical System Model for Control
Feedthrough Response Due to Vibration
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model are illustrated for the subject seating position shown in Fig. 4 of

the main text (Section III). The elements for the vertically positioned

stick as well as upper torso plus hip body segments have been "folded

flat" into the plane of lateral arm motions. The arm pivots about the

shoulder and connects to the top of the center stick through interface

damping and compliance. The arm is modeled by a simple solid inertial

segment as independent motion at the elbow is not considered important

based on observations during the experiment. The control stick has dis-

tributed mass and is restrained by rotational compliance and damping.

The arm is driven, relative to the shoulder, by agonist/antagonist

muscle pairs for which our model will use one net muscle pair (Refs. B-2,-3).

The torso is assumed to pivot as a solid body about the hip complex, and is

restrained by rotational compliance and damping. The hip complex is shown

undergoing pure translation only*, being restrained by compliance and

damping provided by the subject using his leg& to brace himself as well

as by flesh movement at the seat cushion interface.

B. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

For y axis table inputs all the major mechanical elements in Fig. B-2

undergo small perturbation translations and possibly rotations about their

respective c.g.'s. For this specialized case of planar motion we have used

an equivalent two-degree-of-freedom translational equation set for each

solid body (assuming small displacements). Thus instead of equations des-

cribing rotation about the c.g. and its translation, we are interested in

the linear translations of two points on the body such as each end of the

arm or the pivot point and hip attachment point for the torso in Fig. B-2.

These are the interface points between the major segments that are involved

in vibration feedthrough to the stick.

The equivalent two-degree-of-freedom equations of motion for a solid

body (as adapted from Ref. B-I) are given below for the example in Fig. B-3.

*In the following subsection the equations of motion are derived assuming

both translation and rotation. Rotational stiffness is then assumed large
to fit the observation that hip translation was the dominant motion.
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Figure B-3. Solid Body Undergoing Small Perturbation
Linear Translation and Rotation

M1yI + 1F2 = fl

(B-1)

M + M2Y2  =

where

A 12 2 h
Y11 e2 2 , effective mass for end 1 (with end 2 fixed)

M( 2 2

M- 2 = , effective mass for end 2 (with end 1 fixed)

A2 -

m M 1 '2 mutual mass

where

h radius of gyration about c.g.

M = mass of the body = M1 + 2Mm + M2

In this case forces and displacements of the body are defined as positive

to the right. We've assumed that the c.g. is near the line connecting

Points 1 and 2, and further that this line is nearly perpendicular to the

yl and Y2 displacements. Equation Set B-i describes the body response to
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forces fj and f2 in terms of the displacements Yi and Y2 and the mass

descriptors defined above. The mutual mass provides coupling between the

y, and Y2 coordinate motions. MI and M2 are equivalent translational

masses as seen at their respective end. if the other end is constrained to

act as a pivot. However the equatias hold even if both ends are moving

in space. Thus equation set B-i gives a convenient description of the

forces and displacements at the interfaces allowing simple coupling or

uncoupling to other bodies. These equations will now be used to couple

the rotating and translating masses of the torso, arm, and control stick

in order to obtain an overall control feedthrough model.

1 . Stick Dynamics

Applying Eq. B-i to the center stick descriptors given in Fig. B-4

yields*

MFS2Ci + MmFsSPYp = fca - fr (B-2)

MmFs 2 ci + MFjs2yp =. fp + fr (B-3)

where

fCa = interface force applied by the hand to the top of the stick

ci  = inertial displacement of top of stick

yp = inertial table displacement

Ip = platform force on the bottom of the stick

fr = equivalent restraint forces = (BFs + KF)(ci - yp)

MIF  = self mass at top of stick

MF, = self mass at bottom of stick

MmF = mutual mass

*All ensuing equations will be expressed in Laplace transform notation

where s is a complex operator.
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Figure B-4. Center Stick Forces and Displacements

Equation B-3 is not needed so long as we regard table position as the input

and are not interested in the force, fT, of the platform on the stick. Thus

using the expression c = ci - YT to eliminate the inertial stick position,

ci, allows Eq. B-2 to be written in terms of the relative stick displace-

ment as

(2 +BFs K fM
2 + F )Fc -Ca _ Fay, (B-4)

where

c = ci -- yp, the relative stick displacement that is the
input to the controlled element (Fig. B-i)

MF + MmF (_2) (1 )
LF MF2 2

2 c

h, radius of gyration about stick e.g.

Note the LF defined above is a "kinematic gain" which reflects the fact

that the output signal depends on the physical locations of the e.g. and

the point considered as the output signal as well as the mass distribution.

For example, consider the case where the stick mass is concentrated at

the top of the stick (12 = 2c, hc = 0), then LF = 1 and the high frequency

response of Eq. B-4 indicates

s2c -1

ayp
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Thus a step input of acceleration produces initially an equal and opposite

acceleration of c; in this case because the mass at the top of the stick

doesnit move initially when the bottom does. The polarity reverses if the

c.g. is below the pivot point (i.e., "mass-overbalanced").

2. Seat-to-Shoulder Transmissibility

Figure B-5 details the forces and displacements in the simplified model

for torso and hip dynamics that affect the arm pivot point (Fig. B-2). Here

we have general rotational restraints, fBr on torso and fL on hip. The

latter restraint will later be assumed very stiff, however. such that the

hip has only translation at the seat interface. We also assume that there

is shearing in the cushion and buttocks, which allows hip translation relative

to the seat, with attendant compliance, Ka, and damping, Ba-

YBr fsC

Yp

Torso

fB f 
fh

-Yh fL 
fh

_P_-LAT FORM: fL fa

Free Body
Interface Forces

Figure B-5. Torso and Hip Forces, Displacements, and Restraints
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Applying equation set B-I separately to the torso and hip bodies yields

Torso:

MBIS 2 Ys + MBMs2Yhl = fsa + fBr (B-5)

MBms2ys + MB2s
2yh1  = fhl - fBr (B-6)

ML1 S
2 yh + MILmS 2 = -- hj + fL (B-7)

M~m 2 yh + MLS 2 ya -fL + fa (B-8)

where

fSa = interface force the arm imparts to the shoulder

fBr = (BBs + KB)(Ys - yhl ), the torsional restraint force
on the torso

fhl = force across the torso/hip interface

fL = -(BLs + KL)(Yh Ya), the torsional restraint force
of the hip

.La = -(Bas + Ka)(Ya 7p)

Equations B-5 to B-8 can be simplified by noting that Yhl = Yh, and

then eliminating the forces fhl and fL between Eqs. B-6, B-7, and B-8 which.

results in one equation. Further, if the equivalent rotational restraints,

BL and KL, are assumed infinitely large, then the lack of rotation of the

hip segment implies that displacements at the top and bottom of the hip

segment are identical, e.g., Yh = Ya. All the above steps then yield

MBjsys + MBmS2Ya = fsa + fBr (B-9)

Mms 2y s + (ML + MB2)s
2S a = fa- fBr (B-10)

where

ML = (ML1 + 2,Am + ML2 ), the mass of the hip segment
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Finally, Eq. B-10 can be modified by adding Eq. B-9 and using the following

substitutions to describe shoulder and hip motion variables relative to

platform motion

Ysp Ys -Yp (B-11)

Yap Ya - Yp (B-12)

Thus we obtain the two equations describing relative shoulder and hip

translation

(LB 1 - 1)MB1

(MBI S2 + BBS + KB)Ysp + (MBmS 2 - BBS - KB)Yap = fsa LBjMBIaYp (B-13)

(MBI + MBm)S2ysp + [(ML + MB2 + MBm)s 2 + Bas + Ka]Yap f sa - MTayp (B-i4)

LB 14Bi MT - LBI MB1

where
MB1 + MB

LB1  - B + the "kinematic gain" of the torso motionMB, about the hip pivot

and

T'- ML + MB , the total mass of the hip and torso segments

These two equations describe shoulder and hip motions in response to

table acceleration and the force at the shoulder/arm interface. Shoulder

motion couples into arm motions via fsa, the force across the interface.

3. Arm Dynamics Including Simplified Neuromuscular
Restraints and Hand/Stick Interface Coupling

Under lateral vibration the operator's arm will experience both trans-

lational and rotational motions. A simple mechanical model for representing

this effect is shown in Fig. B-6. Arm rotation is restrained relative to

the shoulder by effective neuromuscular elements representing the closed

loop effects. The limb/neuromuscular system (NMS) has been extensively
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measured and modeled (Refs. B-2, B-3) in terms of its response to conmmands

from the CNS (Fig. B-i). In the present case we are concerned with the

effects of NMS restraints on arm motion relative to the operator's shoulder

in response to motion inputs. Based on Refs. B-2 and B-3, the simple compliance

and damping shown in Fig. B-6 are assumed to represent the basic NMS effects

as a low frequency approximation. At the hand the arm is restrained by the

control stick, and here we assume that there are additional coupling dynamics

contributed by flesh characteristics and small amounts of finger and wrist

flexion which are modeled as an equivalent compliance and damping as shown

in Fig. B-6.

Applying equation set B-I to the arm model in Fig. B-6 yields

M2 S2 cb + Mms 2 ys = FTC - f:a (B-15)

MmS2 cb + M1 s2s = -FTc -fSa

vhere

fa = interface force applied by the top of the stick

on the hand

fsa = interface force applied by the shoulder to the
top of the arm

FTc = effective force at the hand and shoulder due to
the neuromuscular force, fT, where FTC = (A.Jla)fT

M2 , Ym, and M1 are defined as in equation set B-i

The interface force, fca, and effective neuromuscular force, fT,

are given by

fca = (Ki + Bis)(cb - ci) (B-17)

fT = (Km + Bms)(tme) = FT c(a/1m) (B-18)

where

Cb - Ys
e -

ia
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In terms of displacements relative to the table platform, Eqs. B-15 to

B -8 b c m e s 2 c + M m s 2 y s = F T c - c a - ( M 2  + M m ) a y p ( B - 1 9 ) .

Ms 2c + M1 52ysP = FT -( 1 +m)y(B20)

ip

FTC = -(Km +B ms)(Imla ) 2 (cip - ysp) (B-21)

fca =(Ki + Bis)(cbp - C) (B-22)

where

C = c - Yp

cb p =% -Y p

ImJla = the lever arm ratio

For simplicity we shall lump the square of the lever arm ratio into Km, and

Bin, the effective N~M system dynamics.

4. Matrix of Equations

The matrix of equations given in Table B-i summarizes the equations of

motion (note the text equation numbers). The left hand side matrix variables

are mostl.y platform referenced rather than inertial referenced since this

simplified the equation forms. The exception is ys, the inertial shoulder

position which is used to calculate transmissibility as ays/ayp = ysfrp,

while stick feedthrough is c/ayp.

Table B-2 gives the values for the Feel System, Arm, Torso and Hip

Dynamics that were either measured, derived or obtained by curve fitting.

Obviously some of these parameters will change with subject size and

geometry. However, this parameter set will suffice to illustrate various

model features (in following subsections).
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TABLE B-2. FEEL SYSTEM, ARM, TORSO AND HIP DYNAMICS

Feel System Dynamics

SPRING STICK STIFF STICK

a>F  25 rad/sec 207 rad/sec

e
:F 0.3 0.0138

KF 197 N/m 13,500 N/m

BF 4.73 N sec/m 1.8 N sec/m

MF 0.315 kg

F  1 .61

Arm Dynamics -

Mj M2  = 1 .23kg

m= 0.745 kg

LA = 1 .61

L 1rived from cadaver

Torso and Hip Dynamics data (Ref. B-4)

MT = 40.6 kg

MB = 32.5 kg

LB, = 0.788

BB1  = 30.45 N sec/m N

KB I = 9130 N/m Determined by curve fit to

Ba = 20.02 N sec/m Shoulder Transmissibility data

Ka = 110.9 N/m
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C. MODEL FITS TO EaWIMML DATt AN
DEIVATION OF SIMPLIFIED MODELS

In this section we briefly compare shoulder transmissibility data and

model curve fits. This leads to a simplified model for stick feedthrough

which is both analytically tractable and accurate in the most important

frequency ranges.

1. Shoulder Transmissibility

Figure B-7 compares shoulder transmissibility, ays/ayT, for the model

and example data for one of the subjects (both for hand off the stick).

The model fits the major trend of the data, viz., that up to about 15 rad/sec

the shoulder is following the table whereas at high frequency it is attenuated.

The measured data when the pilot's hand was gripping the stick (both

nontracking and tracking) fell near the hand-offNdata in Fig. B-7. Generally

the model curve was also insensitive to hand on the stick. This is a

reasonable result since the ratio of torso to arm inertias is about 25:1

(Table B-2). Thus the muscle forces required for tracking will move the

arm and stick rather than torso and hips. The model fits the basic data

features; that is, at low frequency the shoulder moves with the table (thereby

feeding table motion into the limb) while it attenuates at high frequency

(thereby making the limb root nearly inertially fixed). This observation

will be used to derive a simplified model for stick feedthrough.

2. Simplified Models and Example Data
Fits for Stick Feedthrough

To develop a simple model to fit basic data effects in the force and

spring stick vibration feedthrough we shall start with the translational

equivalent mobility diagram (Fig. B-8) that sumarizes the diagrams in

Figs. B-4, B-5, and B-6 and incorporates the distributed mass modeling

technique from Fig. B-3 and Eq. B-I (adapted from Ref. B-1). Note that

in Fig. B-8 torso dynamics are used to represent the torso plus hip dynamics

from Fig. B-5. The torso only model is based on Eqs. B-5 and B-6 as if they

described all the vibration feedthrough from table to shoulder. This

simple model cannot roll off as steeply as the fall model results (Fig. B-7);
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however, it is used in Fig. B-8 to illustrate the basic feature that at

low frequency the spring forces (KB) are larger than inertia forces (MBI),

and thus the shoulder moves in synchrony with the table platform thus

driving the arm. At high frequencies tbx3 inertia forces dominate, and the

shoulder response is attenuated and lags the table; thus the shoulder tends

to revert to inertial reference. The feel system mass model follows that

of Eqs. B-2 and B-3, whereas the arm mass model follows that of Eqs. B-15

and B-16.

As indicated earlier, the effects of shoulder transmissibility on

vibration feedthrough to the stick was at high frequency. Thus we can

further simplify Fig. B-8 by assuming that the torso spring (KB) is very

large such that the shoulder moves with the table at all frequencies. This

results in Fig. B-9, where the stick and arm masses are changed to table

reference and the kinematic gains, LA and LF, account for this change as

well as containing the effects of the mutual mass descriptors, Mm and MmF.

The equations of motion for Fig. B-9 are

[MFS 2 + (B, + BF)s + Ki + KF]c - (Bis + Kj)c - LFiF(-dyp) (B-23)

-(Bis + Ki)c + [MAs2 + (Bi + BM)s + Ki + KM]cp = LAMA(-a.p) (B-24)
,Ibp LAA-yp)

Solving for the vibration feedthrough yields the general expression for

either stiff or spring stick feedthrough dynamics as

= (Bj(B 1 s + Ki)(LFMF + LAMA) + (MAS2 + BMS + KILJMF

-,p ° i ( + K)[(MF + MA)8 2 + (BF + BM) + KF +1k.j + (MA( 2 + + BFs + KF) (B-25)

where the terms have baen grouped so that various limiting cases can be

readily seen. For example, with the hand off the stick (1(- = Bi = 0),

only the terms to the right of the dashed line remain, which yields

Stick Alone

c LFMF  m

Thrp MFs 2 + BFs + KF m/sec2  (B-26)
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Figure B-9. Simplified Mobility Diagram for Lateral Stick Feedthrough
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and below the break frequency the stick position response is sensing table

acceleration through the "bobweight gain", LFMF/KF.

The bobweight gain expressions for the tracking situations can be found

by evaluating Eq. B-25 at zero frequency (s - -0):

Stiff Stick

K Fcl 9.8191FG[l + K/ K,1 ] N (B-27)

-ay 1 + KM/Ki + KMIKF gB-
s=O-O

Spring Stick

c 98OLFFG[I + K/Gjj] cm

-ayp s=O = KF[1 + KM/Ki + KM/Kv] - (B-28)

where

G = Increase in "Bobweight gain" for no muscle forces

= I + LAMA/LFMF = 4.9 (from Table B-2)

Thus putting the hand on the stick increases its bobweight gain by nearly

5:1 [in the absence of muscle forces (KM = 0)].

The general expression (Eq. B-25) can be further simplified using the

approximations for each stick shown below

Stiff Stick (assuming KF >> other elements)

KFC [(Ki + KM/G) + (Bi + BM/G)s + (MA/G)s2  N
-ayp . 9.8LFmFG (Ki + KM) + (B i + BM)S + MAS2 1 (B-29)

Spring Stick (assuming Ki, Bi >> other elements)

c 98 OL14FG Cm

(KF + KM) + (BF + BM)s + (MF + MA)s g
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The following set of interface and effective muscle parameters were

used for both the stiff and spring stick model fits (Fig. B-10) to the open-

visual-loop experimental data for two subjects.

K1  = 354N/M

Bi  = 30.5 N sec/m

KM = 138 N/rn

BM  = 8.85 N sec/m

The two subjects selected illustrate that vibration feedthrough is quite

similar at low and high frequencies yet differs at 28 rad/sec (4.5 Hz),

particularly in the phase. The other subject's dara clustered around and

between that in Fig. B-10.

In Fig. B-10 the stick alone curves show the vibration feedthrough

exciting stick properties per Eq. 26 (for the stiff stick the natural fre-

quency is at 207 rad/sec). The increase in Bobweight gain (4.9 or 13.8 dB)

for arm plus stick, but no muscle forces, is the same for both sticks.

Finally, the approximate simplified model curves for the stiff stick in

Fig. B-10 were obtained from Eq. B-29 and Eq. B-30 for spring stick dynamics

but using th- zero frequency gain expression (Eq. B-28). The amplitude fits are

generally quLte good at low frequencies and are at least consistent with

the high frequency data trends. The phase fits follow the general data

trends at all frequencies.

While not shown in Fig. B-10, we compared the approximate simplified

model curve fits (from Eqs. B-29 and B-30) with those obtained from the

general formula (Eq. B-25). Except for the spring stick zero frequency

gain these were within a "line width" of the approximate results; thus the

approximate formulas (Eqs. B-29 and B-30) are very good descriptors for

the Simplified Model for Stiff and Spring stick vibration feedthrough.

However, the simplified model is also an approximation relying on the

assumption that the shoulder (limb root point) always follows the platform,

as discussed earlier under Shoulder Transmissibility (Section B-2). An

examination of the full matrix and evaluation of limiting conditions at

high frequency indicated that as the shoulder motion changes from platform
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following at moderate frequency (below 2.5 Hz) to inertially stationary

at high frequency (above 5 Hz) the major effect was to change the expression

for G, the increase in bobweight gain, to

G' =1 + AM (B-31)

LFMF

where

- LA at moderate frequency (below 2.5 Hz)
1. at high frequency (above 5 Hz)

wth a gradual transition between these limits. The interpretation of this

change in the kinematic gain is that at moderate frequency, table motion

drives the shoulder which then drives the hand end of the arm in much the

saine way that table motion at the bottom of the stick drives the top of the

stick (Fig. B-2). When the shoulder revertsto inertial reference at high

frequency, then the effective mass of the arm as seen from the hand end, MA,

acts as if it were concentrated at the top of the stick (see discussicn

following Eq. B-4). In Fig. B-l0 this change in G will lower the curve fit

by about 3 dB above 30 rad/sec (4+ Hz) which would generally improve the

fit.

D. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The model results suggest that lateral :tick vibration feedthrough is

primarily caused by the "bobweight" effect of arm on the stick but can be

reduced by increased neuromuscular stiffness. Limb root motion due to

shoulder transmissibility has minor effects only above 2 Hz.

A useful set of approximate factors for stick feedthrough was derived.

The bobweight gain effect of hand on stick plus effective closed loop neuro-

muscular dynamics as well as effective interface dynamics were used to give

excellent fits to the amplitude ratio. While the phase fit is not as good,

neither is it as important, as the amplitude is what provides task disturb-

ance. Since the vibration is uncorrelated with the task following command,

the phase has relatively less importance. However, the phase effects can

provide clues to model refinement for both subject to subject differences
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as well as allowing extrapolation to other situations (gripping technique,

other spring gradients, etc.).

This model can, and should be, extended to cover related lateral feed-

through situations such as sidestick, resting the arm on the-seat or leg,

etc. It also makes a good starting point for an axial feedthrough model

(fore-aft vibration) in which the bobweight effect of arm on the stick

will be dominant and arm and torso effects are present.
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